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uncoating! and! capsid! assembly.! This! information! can! then! serve! as! a!
structural! platform! for! the! design! of! targeted! antivirals! and! vaccines.! This!
thesis! aimed! to! use! cryoGelectron! microscopy! (cryoGEM)! to! structurally!












CVGA24v! is! responsible! for! large! outbreaks! of! acute! haemorrhagic!






of! CVGA24v! are! presented! which! describe! the! molecular! basis! of! capsid!
expansion.!Furthermore,! the!molecular!details! of! a! branched!pocket! factor!
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AAV! ! ! AdenoGassociated!virus!
AFP! ! ! Acute!flaccid!paralysis!!
AHC! ! ! Acute!haemorrhagic!conjunctivitis!
BCA! ! ! Bicinchonic!acid!!
BKV! ! ! BK!polyomavirus!
CAR! ! ! Coxsackievirus!and!adenovirus!receptor!




CTF! ! ! Contrast!transfer!function!
CV! ! ! Coxsackievirus!(e.g.!CVGA21)!
DAF! ! ! DecayGaccelerating!factor!
DBD! ! ! DNAGbinding!domain!
DED! ! ! Direct!electron!detector!
DMEM! ! Dulbecco's!modified!essential!medium!
DTT! ! ! Dithiothreitol!
E! ! ! Echovirus!(e.g.!EG12)!
eBIC! ! ! Electron!BioGImaging!Centre!
ECL! ! ! Enhanced!chemiluminescence!
EDTA!! ! Ethylenediaminetetraacetic!acid!
eGFP!! ! Enhanced!green!fluorescent!protein!
EM! ! ! Electron!microscopy!
EMDB!! ! Electron!Microscopy!Data!Bank!
ER! ! ! Endoplasmic!reticulum!
G!xv!G!
ERAD!! ! Endoplasmic!reticulumGassociated!protein!degradation!
FCV! ! ! Feline!calicivirus!
FD! ! ! Fully!decorated!
FEG! ! ! Field!emission!gun!!
FMDV!! ! Foot!and!mouth!disease!virus!
FSC! ! ! Fourier!shell!correlation!
GAG! ! ! Glycosaminoglycan!
GAPDH! ! Glyceraldehyde!3Gphosphate!dehydrogenase!
HAV! ! ! Hepatitis!A!virus!
HC! ! ! Haemorrhagic!cystitis!
HCE! ! ! human!corneal!epithelial!
HEK! ! ! Human!embryonic!kidney!
HFMD!! ! Hand,!foot!and!mouth!disease!
HRP! ! ! Horseradish!peroxidase!
HRV! ! ! Human!rhinovirus!
ICAMG1! ! Intercellular!adhesion!moleculeG1!
ICTV! ! ! International!Committee!on!Taxonomy!of!Viruses!
IgSF! ! ! ImmunoglobulinGlike!superfamily!
IRES! ! ! Internal!ribosome!entry!site!
JAMGA! ! Junctional!adhesion!molecule!A!
JCV! ! ! JC!polyomavirus!
KTR! ! ! Kidney!transplant!recipient!
LDLR! ! ! LowGdensity!lipoprotein!receptor!
LN2! ! ! Liquid!nitrogen!
mAb! ! ! Monoclonal!antibody!
MCV! ! ! Merkel!cell!polyomavirus!
MD! ! ! Molecular!dynamics!
G!xvi!G!
ML! ! ! MaximumGlikelihood!
NCCR!! ! NonGcoding!control!region!
NEB! ! ! New!England!Biolabs!
NI! ! ! Nucleotide/nucleoside!inhibitor!
NLS! ! ! Nuclear!localisation!signal!
NNI! ! ! NonG!nucleotide/nucleoside!inhibitor!
OPIC! ! ! Oxford!Particle!Imaging!Centre!
PBS! ! ! PhosphateGbuffered!saline!!
PCR! ! ! Polymerase!chain!reaction!!
PDB! ! ! Protein!Data!Bank!
PI4KB!! ! Phosphatidylinositol!4GkinaseGβ!
PLA2G16! ! phospholipase!A2!group!XVI!
PSF! ! ! Point!spread!function!
PtdIns4P! ! PhosphatidylinositolG4Gphosphate!
PV! ! ! Poliovirus!
PVAN!! ! Polyomavirus!associated!nephropathy!
PVR! ! ! Poliovirus!receptor!
PyV! ! ! Murine!polyomavirus!!
qPCR!! ! Quantitative!PCR!
RC! ! ! Replication!complex!
RMSD! ! Root!mean!square!deviation!
RO! ! ! Replication!organelle!
RPTE!! ! Primary!renal!proximal!tubule!epithelial!
RV! ! ! Rhinovirus!(RVGC15)!
SCARB2! ! Scavenger!receptor!class!B!member!2!
siRNA!! ! Small!interfering!ribonucleic!acid!
SNR! ! ! SignalGtoGnoise!ratio!
G!xvii!G!
SSD! ! ! subGstoichiometrically!decorated!
SV40! ! ! Simian!vacuolating!virus!40!
SVDV!! ! Swine!vesicular!disease!virus!
TAE! ! ! TrisGacetateGethylenediaminetetraacetic!acid!
TAg! ! ! Large!T!antigen!
tAg! ! ! Small!T!antigen!!
TBSV!! ! Tomato!bushy!stunt!virus!
TMV! ! ! Tobacco!mosaic!virus!
truncTAg! ! Truncated!T!antigen!
TSV! ! ! Trichodysplasia!spinulosaGassociated!polyomavirus!
UD! ! ! Undecorated!
VLP! ! ! VirusGlike!particle!
VPg! ! ! Viral!protein!genomeGlinked!
XFEL! ! ! XGray!freeGelectron!laser!










Viruses! are! obligate! intracellular! parasites! which! coGopt! their! host! cells’!
replicative!and!translational!machineries!to!drive!the!formation!of!progeny!virions.!
Minimally,! a! virus! comprises! a! genetic! element,! such! as! an! RNA! or! DNA!
molecule,!which!is!surrounded!by!a!protective!protein!coat.!In!addition,!viruses!
can!be!enveloped,!such!as!influenza!and!human!immunodeficiency!virus,!or!nonG







classification! system,! which! was! first! established! in! 1971,! groups! viruses!
according! to!whether! they!have!an!RNA!or!DNA!genome!and!whether! this! is!
doubleGstranded!or!singleGstranded!(Baltimore,!1971)!G!Figure!1G2.!Viruses!are!
then!further!classified!by! the! International!Committee!on!Taxonomy!of!Viruses!
(ICTV),! which! defines! five! taxa:! Order! (7virales),! Family! (7viridae),! Subfamily!!
(7virinae),! Genus! (7virus)! and! species! (King! et! al.,! 2018).! Structure! based!
classification!approaches!have!also!been!proposed! to!complement! that!of! the!
ICTV,! which! primarily! delineates! viruses! into! taxa! based! on! sequence!
comparison!(Krupovic!and!Bamford,!2010).!The!benefit!of!using!structureGbased!












Figure' 1)2' –'The'Baltimore' classification'system.'Viruses' are' divided' into'
seven' groups' (I2VII)' based' on' their' genomic' composition' (Source:' ViralZone:'
www.expasy.org/viralzone,' SIB' Swiss' Institute' of' Bioinformatics).' [published'
under'creative'commons'{CC'BY2NC'4.0}'license]).'




protein," where" each" triangular" face" is" formed" from" three" of" these" molecules"
(Figure"1!3)."This"precise"arrangement"is"observed"in"a"number"of"viruses"such"
as"satellite"tobacco"necrosis"virus"(Larson"et"al.,"1998).""
Unfortunately," the" amount" of" genetic" material" which" can" be" encapsidated" is"
limited"by"the"size"constraints"imposed"by"the"internal"volume"of"the"capsid."In"
order" to" overcome" this" limitation,"many" viruses"employ" the"principle"of" quasi!
equivalence"(Caspar"and"Klug,"1962)."Whilst"an"icosahedral"capsid"is"restricted"
by"its"overall"geometry,"the"size"can"be"increased"by"incorporation"of"more"than"
sixty" protein" subunits"by" the"allowing" them" to" occupy"quasi!equivalent," rather"
than"equivalent,"positions"in"the"icosahedral"lattice"(Figure"1!3)."The"ability"of"a"
virus"particle"to"form"a"closed"structure"arises"from"the"presence"of"the"twelve"
vertices" which" have" five!fold" rotational" symmetry." Therefore," to" increase" the"
dimensions"of"an"icosahedral"particle,"each"triangular"face"must"comprise"more"
protein" units." This" in" turn" increased" the" size" of" the" capsid" by" increasing" the"
distance" between" each" of" the" five!fold" vertices." Capsid" triangulation" can" be"
!"4"!"
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quasi!six!fold" symmetry" (Figure" 1!3)." The" principle" of" quasi!equivalence"
describes" the" ability" of" virus" coat" proteins" to" adopt" subtlety" difference"













frequency," cryo!electron" microscopy" (cryo!EM)" (Rossmann," 2013)." A" brief"
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historical" account" of" both" these" structural" techniques" and" their" modern"
advancements"is"included"below.""
1.2.1$ X6ray$crystallography$
In" 1913," William" and" Lawrence" Bragg" demonstrated" that" X!rays" could" be"
reflected"by"crystalline"salts" to"produce"diffraction"patterns" (Bragg"and"Bragg,"
1913)." Subsequently," in" the" 1920s," Astbury" and" Bernal" performed" their"
pioneering"work" on" X!ray" fibre" diffraction," giving" rise" to" the" field" of" structural"
biology."The"first"X!ray"fibre"diffraction"experiments"to"be"performed"on"a"virus"
were" those" of" Bernal" and" Fankuchen" in" the" 1930s," on" tobacco"mosaic" virus"
(TMV)"(Bernal"and"Fankuchen,"1937)."Around"this"time,"it"became"apparent"that"
a"number"of"small"RNA"viruses" from"plants"and"animals"could"diffract"X!rays,"
indicating" distinct" and" diverse" underlying" structures" (Crowfoot" and" Schmidt,"
1945`" Rossmann," 2013)." It" wasn’t" until" the" 1950s" that" Watson" and" Crick"
proposed" that" spherical" viruses" may" have" icosahedral" symmetry" (Crick" and"
Watson," 1956`" Crick" and"Watson," 2008)." In" 1958," the" first" protein" structure,"
myoglobin,"was"determined"(Kendrew"et"al.,"1958),"but"it"wasn’t"until"1978"that"
Harrison" and" colleagues" revealed" the" 2.9" Å" resolution" structure" of" TBSV"
(Harrison"et"al.,"1978)."This"ground!breaking"structure" revealed" the"molecular"
details" of" the" jelly!roll" !!barrel" (Figure" 1!4A)," the" most" commonly" observed"
protein"fold"found"in"virus"capsids"(Chapman"and"Liljas,"2003)."Furthermore,"the"
structure" of" TBSV" confirmed" the" “quasi!equivalence”" theory" put" forward" by"
Casper" and" Klug" in" 1962" by" showing" that" icosahedral" symmetry" could" be"
achieved"by"identical"protein"subunits"making"specific"interactions"determined"by"
their"position"within"the"viral"capsid"(Caspar"and"Klug,"1962)."It"wasn’t"until"later"
















al.," 2009)," which" includes" many" important" pathogens" of" humans," plants" and"
animals"(Prasad"et"al.,"1999`"Silva"and"Rossmann,"1984`"Grimes"et"al.,"1998)."
Whilst"X!ray"crystallography"remains"an"invaluable"tool"for"structural"virology,"it"
is" limited" by" the" requirement" to" coax" samples" into" well" diffracting" crystals."
Generally" speaking," the" larger" the" virus" particle," the" more" difficult" it" is" to"





or" metastable" virus!receptor" complexes." Recent" advances" in" X!ray"

















stain" (McDowall" et" al.,"1983)." This" new"method"preserved" samples" in" a" near"
native" state," unlike" negative" staining" methods" which" introduced" significant"





remained" the" only" viable"method" for" characterising" viruses" at" high!resolution"








for" the" first" time," a" protein" backbone" could" be" traced" independently" of" X!ray"
crystallography."







and"disadvantages."The"benefit"of"cryo!EM" is" that" there" is"no" requirement" for"
protein" crystals," which" is" often" the" limiting" step" in" X!ray" crystallography."
Unfortunately,"cryo!EM"does"not"yet"have"the"high!throughput"capability"of"X!ray"







negatively' stained' Turnip' Yellow' Mosaic' Virus' particles.' From' (Brenner' and'
Horne,'1959),'Biochem.'Biophys.'Acta.,'34,'p103.'(B)'Cryo2EM'reconstruction'of'
Adeno2associated'virus'(AAV)'2'(EMDB:'9012)'determined'to'~1.86'Å'resolution,'





this" process" is" engagement" of" one" or" more" receptor" molecules" on" the" cell"
surface," which" can" be" proteins" (e.g.," integrins)" or" sugars" (e.g.," sialylated"
glycans)."The"choice"of" receptor"molecule"often"dictates"a"virus’s" tropism"and"




Therefore," structural" studies" to" understand" the" molecular" basis" of" receptor"
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specificity" are" of" great" importance." For" many" years," cryo!EM" and" X!ray"
crystallography" have" been" used" in" combination" to" investigate" how" viruses"







cell!adhesion" molecules." The" archetype" example" is" rhinovirus" and" its"
proteinaceous"receptor"intercellular"adhesion"molecule!1"(ICAM!1)"(Kolatkar"et"
al.," 1999)." Subsequent" studies" on" ICAM!1" binding" to" Coxsackievirus" A21""
(CV!A21)" revealed"a" similar"mechanism"of" receptor" recognition" (Figure" 1!6A)"
(Xiao"et"al.,"2001`"Xiao"et"al.,"2005)."These"structures"demonstrated"that"slender"
IgSF"molecules" are" able" to" bind" in" narrow" surface" depressions" on" the" virus"
surface" which" are" less" accessible" to" neutralizing" antibodies." Thus," residues"
which"participate" in"receptor"engagement"can" remain" largely"conserved"whilst"













Whilst" cryo!EM" has" been" a" valuable" tool" for" studying" virus" interactions" with"
proteinaceous"receptors," the"resolution" typically"achievable" for"such"structures"








localised" reconstruction"method," two"possible"modes"of" αvβ6" integrin" binding"


















are" conformationally" flexible" and" charged"molecules" which" typically" offer" few"











and"Chapman,"2012)." In"such"cases"cryo!EM"has"been"used" to"shed" light"on"
these"interacts,"with"typically"modest"resolution."Early"attempts"to"study"glycan"
binding"by"cryo!EM"were"performed"on"AAV"in"order"to"identify"the"GAG"binding"






was" resolved" at" ~5" Å" resolution," sufficient" to" identify" the" approximate" site" of"
binding."In"addition,"cryo!EM"was"recently"used"to"visualise"heparin"binding" to"
human"papillomavirus"16"at"~4.3"Å"resolution"(J."Guan"et"al.,"2017)."Whilst"these"
studies" demonstrate" the" increasing"utility"of"cryo!EM" for" studying" virus!glycan"
binding,"the"current"resolution"range"of"~4.5!5"Å"is"significantly"worse"than"that"














genomic" compositions." For" example," the" genome" in" portal!containing" dsDNA"
viruses,"such"as"herpesviruses"and"T7"bacteriophage,"are"highly"compacted"into"
a"solenoid"structure,"and"this"compaction"is"driven"by"powerful"packaging"motors"
(D.W." Bauer" et" al.," 2015`" Cerritelli" et" al.," 1997)." These" highly" pressurised"
















during" symmetry" averaging." The" most" stunning" structural" examples" of"
asymmetrically" packaged" viral" genomes" come" from" cryo!EM" studies" of"
bacteriophages"MS2"and"Qβ"(Koning"et"al.,"2016`"Dai"et"al.,"2016`"Gorzelnik"et"













circle.'Left' (B)'and' right' (C)'outside'views'of' the'Qβ'map'are'shown'with' the'














was" published," which" revealed" the" molecular" details" of" a" glycosylation" site"
believed"to"be"a"critical"for"host"cell"attachment"(Sirohi"et"al.,"2016)."Furthermore,"
the"long"sought!after"structure"of"a"rhinovirus"C"(RV!C)"species"member"was"also"
reported" in" 2016" (Yue" Liu" et" al.," 2016)." This" high!resolution" cryo!EM"




Figure' 1)9' –' The' cryo)EM' structure' of' rhinovirus' C15a.' An' isosurface'
representation'of' the'2.8'Å' resolution'cryo2EM'structure'of'RV2C15a' (left).'An'
enlarged'view'of'a'single'asymmetric'unit'is'shown'(purple)'with'a'putative'sialic'




Cryo!EM" has" proven" to" be" a" useful" tool" for" studying" the"molecular" basis" of"
antibody"mediated"neutralisation"of"viruses."As"with"complexes"of"proteinaceous"







help" identify" promising" vaccine" candidates." Such" a" study" was" reported" on"
Coxsackievirus" A6" (CV!A6)," a" major" cause" of" hand," foot" and"mouth" disease"
(HFMD)"in"humans."The"authors"determined"the"high!resolution"structure"of"an"
infectious" particle" of" CV!A6" in" complex" with" a" neutralising" antibody," which"
allowed"them"to"pinpoint"the"location"of"an"immune"dominant"neutralising"epitope."








was" selected" for"mutagenesis" to" a" cysteine." The" resulting" engineered" capsid"
displayed" improved" stability" at" high" temperature" and" low" pH" as" a" result" of" a"
disulphide"crosslink"across"the"two!fold"symmetry"axis"(Figure"1!10)."Importantly,"
the"engineered"FMDV"capsids"were"able"to"elicit"a"prolonged"protective"immune"












capsid' (Figure' adapted' from' (Porta' et' al.,' 2013)' [published' under' creative'
commons'{CC'BY'4.0}'license]).'
1.6$ Unanswered$questions,$aims$&$objectives$
Whilst" cryo!EM" has" enabled" many" clinically" important" human" viruses" to" be"
structurally"characterised,"many"more"remain"to"be"studied."This"thesis"will"focus"
on" two" such" non!enveloped" human" pathogens," BK" polyomavirus" (BKV)" and"
Coxsackievirus"A24v"(CV!A24v)."For"each,"the"lack"of"therapeutic"strategies"to"
treat"the"diseases"they"are"responsible"for"presents"an"urgent"unmet"need."
BKV" is" an" opportunistic" pathogen" responsible" for" a" number" of" diseases" in"
immunosuppressed" individuals," such" as" haemorrhagic" cystitis" (HC)" and"
polyomavirus!associated" nephropathy" (PVAN)" (Bennett" et" al.," 2012)." Despite"
!"17"!"
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their" clinical" importance," polyomaviruses" are" underrepresented" in" the" EMDB."









In" contrast" to" the" opportunistic" nature" of" BKV," CV!A24v" is" responsible" for"
pandemic"outbreaks"of"acute"haemorrhagic"conjunctivitis" (AHC),"a"painful"and"
highly" contagious" infection" of" the" eye." CV!A24v" can" also" cause" neurological"
symptoms" such"as" acute" flaccid" paralysis" in" a" small" number" of" cases" (Pons!










aims" to" identify" potential" therapeutic" strategies" to" ease" clinical" symptoms," or"
potentially"limit"the"spread"of"CV!A24v"during"large"outbreaks"of"AHC.""
In"more"general"terms,"this"thesis"will"explore"the"utility"of"cryo!EM"to"study"virus"
interactions" with" protein" and" glycan" receptors" at" high!resolution." Prior" to" this"
project,"no"cryo!EM"maps"of"either" receptor" type"were"resolved"at"better" than""
4"Å" resolution."The"ability" to" produce" such"structures" represents"a" significant"
boon"for"the"field"of"structural"virology,"allowing"these"important"interactions"to"



















imaging" in" the" electron" microscope," the" sample" must" be" suspended" in" the"
thinnest" layer" of" ice" possible" whilst" still" being" fully" embedded." The" most"
conventional"way" to"generate"a" thin" film"of"sample" is"by"blotting"away"excess"
solvent"present"on"the"EM"grid"using"filter"paper."Finally,"the"sample"needs"to"be"
cryogenically" immobilised." In" order" to" achieve" the" extremely" quick" freezing"
required"for"vitrification"(~106"°C/s),"the"sample"is"plunged"into"a"cryogen,"such"
as" liquid"ethane"or"propane,"which" is"maintained"at" !178"°C"by" liquid"nitrogen"
(Dubochet"et"al.,"1988)."" "
2.1.2$ Screening$and$data$collection$
To" identify" regions" of" cryo!EM" grids" with" suitable" ice" thickness," particle"
distribution" and" minimal" damage," incremental" screening" of" grid" squares" is"
performed."This"is"carried"out"at"lower"magnification"and"with"a"minimal"electron"
dose" to"prevent"extensive"pre!irradiation"of" the"biological"sample" (Murata"and"
Wolf,"2018)."Once"an"area"suitable" for"data"collection"has"been" identified," the"
electron"beam"can"be"focussed"at"a"set"angle"and"distance"away"from"desired"


















interest' being' embedded' in' a' thin' film' of' amorphous' ice.' (Figure' taken' from'














movement"(Brilot" et" al.," 2012)." Concurrently" with" motion" correction," dose"









The" CTF" mathematically" describes" the" point" spread" function" (PSF)" of" the"









Once" motion" correction," dose" weighting" and" CTF" estimation" have" been"






number" of" automatic" correlation!based" particle" picking" programmes" are" now"
available"such"as"Relion!autopick"(Scheres,"2012),"e2boxer.py"(G."Tang"et"al.,"
2007),"Scipion"(la"Rosa!Trevín"et"al.,"2016)"and"FindEM"(Roseman,"2004)."
Individual"particles" extracted" from"cryo!EM" images"have"a" low" signal!to!noise"
ratio"(SNR)."The"SNR"can"be"improved"by"performing"2D"classification,"where"
particles" with" similar" orientations" are" aligned" and" averaged" together."
Classification"can"be"performed"using"user!defined"references"or"in"a"reference!
free"manner,"which"helps"limit"user"bias."A"number"of"approaches"can"be"used"
to" perform" 2D" class" averaging" including" ‘K" means" classification’," ‘equal"
distributed"K"means’"and"‘maximum"likelihood"(ML)’"(Sigworth,"2016)."In"the"ML"
approach,"each"particle"contributes"to"all"classes"and"is"assigned"a"probability"
weighting."By"weighting" particles"based"on" the" likelihood" they" belong" to"each"
class,"the"ML"method"can"sort"out"‘junk"particles’,"which"often"align"equally"well"
or"poorly"with"a"number"of"classes."Classification"can"also"be"performed"in"three"
dimensions." The" programme" Relion" (Scheres," 2012)" implements" a" ML" 3D"
classification"approach"where"the"user"selects"the"number"of"desired"classes"and"
then" particles" are" randomly" assigned" to" these" based" upon" an" initial" model,"




Once" a" homogeneous" subset" of" particles" has" been" obtained," a" final" 3D"
reconstruction"step"is"performed."The"principle"behind"obtaining"a"3D"structure"














A" number" of" popular" image" processing" software" packages" available" for"








proposed"as" thresholds" to" indicate" the" resolution"cut!off"of" the"reconstruction."
The" map" obtained" from" 3D" refinement" is" often" less" featured" than" would" be"






For" high!resolution" cryo!EM" reconstructions," typically" better" than" 4" Å," it" is"
possible"to"build"an"atomic"model."Depending"on"quality"of"the"map,"this"can"be"
performed"de'novo"or"by"rigid!body"fitting"an"existing"model"into"the"EM"density"
to" serve" as" a" starting" point." The" typical" workflow" is" similar" to" that" of"









For" lower" resolution" cryo!EM"maps" (between" 4–9"Å)," atomic"modelling" is" not"




different" fashion." One" approach" to" flexibly" fitting" atomic" coordinates" into" an"
intermediate" resolution" cryo!EM" map" is" to" perform" a" molecular" dynamics"
simulation"on"an"atomic"model"of" interest"which" is" fitted"as"a"rigid"body"to" the"
corresponding" EM" map." During" the" simulation" the" atomic" coordinates" are"
encouraged"to"move"into"the"experimental"map"by"allowing"the"model"to"‘relax’"
according" to" a" weighting" applied" to" the" EM" density." Secondary" structure"








grid,' particles' are' randomly' oriented' throughout' the' vitreous' ice' layer.' The'
recorded' images'are' projections' of' different'views'of' the' sample' and' contain'
containing'noise'and'distortion'resulting'from'the'microscope'CTF.'The'Fourier'
transform'of'these'2D'projections'correspond'to'central'sections'through'the'3D'












Continuous" carbon" lacy" grids" were" purchased" from" Agar" Scientific" and" all"









































































REGM"BulletKitTM" supplements" (Lonza)." 293TT" cells" (Buck"et"al.," 2004)"were"
cultured"in"DMEM"with"10%"foetal"bovine"serum"(FBS)"and"non!essential"amino"
acids" (Life" Technologies)." All" cells" were" grown" at" 37°C" with" 5%" CO2"in" a"
humidified"incubator."
2.3.2$ Plasmid$preparation$
The" pGEM7" plasmid" containing" the" BKV" Dunlop" genome" (a" kind" gift" from""
Professor" Michael" Imperiale," University" of" Michigan)" was" prepared" using" a"
QIAGEN®"Plasmid"Maxi"Kit"according"to"the"manufacturer’s"guidelines."The"DNA"
concentration"was" determined" using" a"NanoDrop" spectrophotometer" (Thermo"
Fisher"Scientific)."A"1"μl"aliquot"of"the"DNA"solution"was"applied"to"the"sample"

























































was" spun" at" 4" °C" for" 16" hours" at" 110,000" g" (no" brake)" in" a" SW55Ti" rotor"
(Beckman)."The"BKV"band"was"collected"using"a"26!gauge"needle"and"dialysed"
against"2"L"of"buffer"A2"(without"Triton"X!100)"for"two"days"at"4"°C."Dialysis"buffer"
was" exchanged" twice" with" pre!chilled" buffer" A2" (without" Triton" X!100)." The"







using" an" updated" and" slightly" modified" protocol" that" has" been" previously"




















BKV"VLPs" (approximately"100!fold"more" than" reported"previously" (Schowalter"
and"Buck,"2013))"was"added"to" the"wells"and" incubated"overnight."Cells"were"




Immunofluorescence" experiments" were" performed" by" Dr" Emma" Prescott" and"
Margarita"Panou,"University"of"Leeds."RPTE"cells"were"grown"on"glass"coverslips"
and"infected"at"around"50%"confluency"with"100"genomes/cell"of"purified"virus"in"
opti!MEM." The" cells" were" fixed" three" days" post" infection" with" 4%"
paraformaldehyde" in" PBS" for" 10"min," followed" by" permeabilisation"with" 0.1%"
Triton"in"PBS"for"5"min."The"cells"were"stained"with"mouse"anti!VP1"P5G6"(a"gift"






















































(Roche))" was" used" to" harvest" total" cellular" protein" from" BKV" infected" cells."
Proteins"from"cell" lysates"or"purified"virus"were"separated"on"10%"SDS"PAGE"
gels,"with"20"µg"of"protein"loaded"per"sample."Proteins"were"then"transferred"by"
a" semi!dry" transfer"method" (Trans"Blot®"SD"Semi!Dry"Transfer" cell,"Bio!Rad,"
USA)"onto"a"nitrocellulose"membrane"(GE"Healthcare,"USA)."Membranes"were"
blocked"with"5%"milk"solution"and"the"following"primary"antibodies"were"used"at"
a" dilution" of" 1:5000:"VP1"P5G6" (a" gift" from"Professor"Denise"Galloway,"Fred"
Hutchinson"Cancer"Research"Centre)`"mouse"anti!VP1"p5G6"used"1:5000,"rabbit"
anti!SV40"VP2"+"VP3"(Abcam`"ab53983)"used"1:1000"and"mouse"anti!GAPDH"
(Santa" Cruz)" used" 1:5000." HRP!conjugated" mouse" or" rabbit" secondary"




Dr" Emma" Prescott," University" of" Leeds." Total" DNA" was" extracted" from" the"
infected"cells"using"the"E.Z.N.A.®"Tissue"DNA"kit"(Omega"Bio!Tek)"and"10"ng"of"
DNA"was"analysed"by"qPCR"using"the"QuantiFast"SYBR"Green"PCR"kit"(Qiagen)"
with" the" following" primers" against" BKV" Dunlop`" BKV" Dunlop" copy" Forward"


































was"blotted"away"manually"and"this"process"was"repeated" four" times."For" the"
reduced"BKV"structure,"5"mM"DTT"was"added"to"the"sample"and"incubated"for"
15"minutes"at"RT"prior"to"preparing"cryo!grids."On!grid"binding"of"receptors"was"




100)" to" the" pre!blotted," BKV!coated" grid," and" leaving" for" 30" seconds" before"




were" collected"on"a"FEI"Titan"Krios" (ABSL,"University" of" Leeds)" transmission"
electron"microscope"at"300"kV,"at"a"magnification"of"75,000x"and"a"final"calibrated"
object" sampling" of" 1.065" Å/pixel." Exposures" were" recorded" using" the" EPU"
automated"acquisition"software"on"a"FEI"Falcon"II"(unliganded"BKV)"or"Falcon"III"





400"mesh" lacey"grids"coated" in"a"3"nm"carbon" film" (Agar"Scientific,"UK)."The"
sample"was"left"to"adsorb"for"30"seconds"before"most"of"the"sample"was"blotted"
away"manually."On!grid"binding"of"the"receptor"was"performed"by"applying"3"µl"
of" ICAM!1" D1!D2" (9.85" mg/ml)" to" the" pre!blotted," virus!containing" grid," and"
leaving"for"30"seconds"before"blotting"and"freezing"using"a"Leica"EM"GP"plunge"
freeze"(Leica"Microsystems)"device."The"Leica"EM"chamber"temperature"was"set"
to" 8" °C" with" 80%" relative" humidity" and" liquid" ethane" was" used" for" sample"
vitrification."Grids"were"glow"discharged"for"30"seconds"prior"to"application"of"the"
samples." All" CV!A24v" data" sets" were" collected" on" FEI" Titan" Krios" (ABSL,"
University" of" Leeds)" transmission"electron"microscopes"at" 300" kV."Exposures"
were"recorded"using"the"EPU"automated"acquisition"software"on"a"FEI"Falcon"III"
direct"electron"detector"operating"in"linear"mode"or"on"a"Gatan"K2"summit"camera"










2013),"writing" out" a" drift!corrected"average"of" frames"5!25."This"was"done" to"
eliminate"both"the"earliest"frames"(where"beam!induced"movement"is"strongest),"
and"the"last"frames"(where"radiation"damage"predominates)."The"defocus"of"each"
drift!corrected" average" was" then" determined" using" Ctfffind3" (Mindell" and"

































The" final" resolutions" were" determined" using" the" ‘gold" standard’" Fourier" shell"





! BKV! BKV%VLP! BKV! BKV%GT1b! BKV%Heparin! BKV%DTT!
Microscope! FEI"Tecnai"F20" FEI"Polara" FEI"Titan"Krios" FEI"Titan"Krios" FEI"Titan"Krios" FEI"Titan"Krios"
Camera! Gatan"K2"Summit"
Gatan"K2"
Summit" Falcon"II" Falcon"III" Falcon"III" Falcon"III"
Voltage! 200"keV" 300"keV" 300"keV" 300"keV" 300"keV" 300"keV"
Pixel!Size! 1.92" 1.35" 1.065" 1.065" 1.065" 1.065"
Total!Dose! 40" 40" 40" 59" 55" 66"
Number!of!Frames! 40" 40" 39" 59" 39" 45"
Defocus!Range! !0.5"–"3.5" !0.5"–"3.5" !0.5"!"3.0" !0.5"!"3.0" !0.5"!"2.3" !0.5"–"3.0"
Micrographs! 432" 170" 3992" 8651" 6227" 3474"
Acquisition!software! Gatan"DM" Gatan"DM" FEI"EPU" FEI"EPU" FEI"EPU" FEI"EPU"
Motion!correction! MotionCor" MotionCor" MotionCor2" MotionCor2" MotionCor2" MotionCor2"
CTF!estimation! Ctfffind3" Ctfffind3" Gctf" Gctf" Gctf" Gctf"
Software! Relion1.3" Relion1.3" Relion2.0" Relion2.0" Relion2.0" Relion2.0"
Particles!contributed! 2,237" 2,517" 11,980" 40,334" 24,791" 8,733"
B%factor! !456" !804" !174" !212" !206" !326"











Microscope! FEI"Titan"Krios" FEI"Titan"Krios" FEI"Titan"Krios" FEI"Titan"Krios" FEI"Titan"Krios" FEI"Titan"Krios"
Camera! Falcon"III" Gatan"K2"Summit"
Gatan"K2"
Summit" Falcon"III" Falcon"III" Falcon"III"
Voltage! 200"keV" 300"keV" 300"keV" 300"keV" 300"keV" 300"keV"
Pixel!Size! 1.065" 0.82" 0.82" 1.065" 1.065" 1.065"
Total!Dose! 60" 41" 41" 63" 63" 63"
Number!of!Frames! 40" 34" 34" 34" 59" 59"
Defocus!Range! !0.5"–"3.0" !0.5"–"3.0" !0.5"!"3.0" !0.5"–"2.5" !0.5"–"2.5" !0.5"–"2.5"
Micrographs! 2652" 1514" 1514" 11479" 11479" 11479"
Acquisition!software! FEI"EPU" FEI"EPU" FEI"EPU" FEI"EPU" FEI"EPU" FEI"EPU"
Motion!correction! MotionCor2" MotionCor2" MotionCor2" MotionCor2" MotionCor2" MotionCor2"
CTF!estimation! Gctf" Gctf" Gctf" Gctf" Gctf" Gctf"
Software! Relion2.0" Relion2.0" Relion2.0" Relion2.0" Relion2.0" Relion2.0"
Particles!contributed! 26,311" 31,381" 1,206" 115,601" 1,049" 1,218"
B%factor! !257" !133" !120" !212" !236" !223"
Resolution!(FSC!















and"Cowtan,"2004)."The"resulting"model"was" then"symmetrised" in"Chimera" to"






(Table" 2!5)." For" GT1b" modelling," the" coordinates" for" the" oligosaccharide"
component"from"the"previously"determined"BKV"penton"–"GD3"structure"(Neu"et"
al.,"2013)"were"used"to"model"the"disialic"acid"motif"from"the"‘right’"arm"of"GT1b."
























Chimera" (Pettersen"et" al.," 2004)."The"model"was" then"manually" fitted" in" coot"
using"the"‘real"space"refinement"tool’"(Emsley"and"Cowtan,"2004)."The"resulting"
model"was"then"symmetrised"in"Chimera"to"generate"the"capsid"and"subject"to"
refinement" in"Phenix" (Headd"et"al.,"2012)." Iterative" rounds"of"manual" fitting" in"
coot"and"refinement"in"Phenix"were"carried"out"to"improve"non!ideal"rotamers,"
bond"angles"and"Ramachandran"outliers"(Table"2!6)."The"asymmetric"unit"was"
assessed" for" quality" using" MolProbity" (V.B." Chen" et" al.," 2010)." Interactions"
between"ICAM!1"D1"and"VP1!3"were"analysed"using"PDBePISA"(Krissinel"and"
















cell)" 0.75" 0.76" 0.83"
Map"CC"(all"atoms)" 0.87" 0.85" 0.82"
RMSD"bond"lengths" 0.01" 0.01" 0.01"
RMSD"bond"angles" 0.87" 0.91" 1.04"
Ramachandran"
preferred" 94.09%" 95.75%" 92.25%"
Ramachandran"
allowed" 5.91%" 4.13%" 7.57%"
Ramachandran"outlier" 0.00%" 0.12%" 0.18%"
Rotamer"outliers" 0.40%" 0.00%" 0.40%"
C!beta"deviations" 0" 0" 0"
All!atom"clash"score" 4.37" 3.15" 4.63"
2.5$ Molecular$dynamics$simulations$




AMBER" tleap" using" Glycam06" building" blocks" (Kirschner" et" al.," 2008)." The"
glycosidic"torsions"of"the"(2!8)!linkage"were"adjusted"to"the"values"found"in"the"
x!ray"structure"for"GD3"in"site"C."GT1b"molecules"were"positioned"into"the"four"
occupied" binding" sites" by" superimposing" the" terminal" Neu5Ac" (R)" with" the"
terminal"Neu5Acs"present"in"the"X!ray"structure,"respectively."An"additional"5th"
GT1b" molecule" was" manually" positioned" into" the" remaining" binding" site"
resembling" the" same" binding" mode." During" very" long" MD" simulations,"





H!bonds," distance" restraints" (Asn!272:OD1!Neu5Ac:N5," Ser!274:OG!
Neu5Ac:O1A" and" Thr!276:OG1!Neu5Ac:O1B)" were" applied" in" order" to"
guarantee"that"this"residue"stayed"in"the"binding"site"in"a"defined"binding"mode"
for" the"whole"simulation."A"periodic"box"was" filled"with"a"0.1%"NaCl"solution,"
which" resulted" in" a" molecular" system" consisting" of" 126430" atoms." The"
simulations" were" performed" at" 310" K" with" YASARA" in" ‘fast" mode’" using"
AMBER14"(which"includes"Glycam06)"as"a"force"field."In"total"1.1"µs"trajectory"









five!fold" symmetry" was" considered." Snapshots" were" visualised" with" VMD"
(Humphrey"et"al.,"1996).""
2.6$ Visualisation$










were" named" after" the" index" case!patients" upon" their" discovery"more" than" 40"
years"ago"(Padgett"et"al.,"1971l"Gardner"et"al.,"1971)."The"last"decade"has"seen"
the"discovery"of"many"new"polyomaviruses"linked"to"human"disease,"including"
Trichodysplasia" spinulosa!associated"polyomavirus" (TSV)" (van"der"Meijden"et"
al.,"2010)"and"Merkel"Cell"polyomavirus"(MCV)"(H."Feng"et"al.,"2008)"which"cause"
skin"lesions"and"an"aggressive"skin"carcinoma"respectively."These"discoveries"
have" led" to" a" resurgence" of" interest" in" polyomavirus" biology" (DeCaprio" and"
Garcea,"2013).""
Following"a"recent"revision"in"the"taxonomy"of"polyomaviruses,"BKV"now"belongs"
to" the" Betapolyomavirus" genus" (Figure" 3!1)" within" the" Polyomaviridae" family"
(Moens"et"al.,"2017)."There"are"four"major"genotypes"of"BKV"(I,"II,"III"and"IV),"and"
these"are"further"divided"into"subgroups"(Jin"et"al.,"1993)."BKV"genotype"I"has"a"
worldwide" distribution," genotype" II" and" III" are" infrequently" observed," and"
genotype" IV" is" found" primarily" in" Europe" and" East" Asia" (Yogo" et" al.," 2009)."
Serological" studies" have" demonstrated" that" each" of" the" BKV" genotypes" and"
subgroups"Ib1"and"Ib2"represent"distinct"serotypes"(Pastrana"et"al.,"2013).""
BKV" is"an"opportunistic"pathogen,"capable"of"causing"several"diseases" in" the"
immunosuppressed" (Knowles," 2006)." Infection" with" BKV" typically" occurs" in"
childhood," may" occur" through" a" respiratory" or" oral" route," and" is" either"
asymptomatic" or" causes" a" mild" respiratory" illness" (Goudsmit" et" al.," 1982)." A"
persistent" infection" is" then"established" in" the"kidney"and"urinary" tract,"and"80!
90%" of" the" general" population" are" thought" to" be" seropositive" for" the" most"
prevalent"BKV"genotypes"(Antonsson"et"al.,"2010l"Egli"et"al.,"2009l"Knowles"et"













al.,"1997)."Treatment" is" typically" limited" to"a" reduction" in" immunosuppression,"
which"runs"substantial" risks"of" transplant" rejection"(Kuypers,"2012l"Vats"et"al.,"
2006).""
The"incidence"of"BKV!related"disease"is"rising"owing"to"the"increasing"number"of"




H." Feng" et" al.," 2008)." No" effective" antivirals" specifically" targeting" BKV" are"
available" (Bennett" et" al.," 2012l" Ambalathingal" et" al.," 2017)," and" so" there" is"
increasing"interest"in"the"development"of"targeted"therapeutics."Such"therapies"
may"include"vaccination"with"a"VLP"vaccine,"intravenous"immunoglobulin"therapy"








Figure& 3(1& –& Polyomaviridiae.& Phylogenetic, relationships, of, polyomaviruses,
based, on, conserved, amino, acid, blocks, of, the, TAg, coding, sequence.,
Polyomaviruses, are, denoted, by, species, names, and, Genbank, accession,
numbers,,and,their,genome,sizes,are,given,on,the,right?hand,side,of,the,figure.,









NCCR" is" observed" between" different" BKV" isolates." “Archetypal" strains”" are"





antigen" (truncTAg)"and" large"T"antigen" (TAg)"which"are"each" involved" in"viral"
replication."Transcription"of"the"early"proteins"occurs"before"replication"resulting"
in" the" production" of" tAg" &" TAg" which" accumulate" in" the" nucleus" to" promote"
replication"of"the"viral"genome"(Carbone"et"al.,"1997l"Sriaroon,"2010)."TAg"forms"
a"multimeric" AAA+"ATPase"with" helicase" activity" which" binds" to" the" origin" of"
replication"to"promote"transcription"of"the"late"coding"regions"(W."Wang"and"D.T."





















Much"of" our" current" understanding"of" polyomavirus" structure" comes" from" the"
pioneering"work"of"Caspar"(J.P."Griffith"et"al.,"1992l"Rayment"et"al.,"1982)"and"





of" five"β!barrel!containing"VP1"monomers."Together" these"form"a"T=7d" lattice"
!"47"!"
"
(Figure" 3!3)," with" an" invading" arm" comprised" of" the" C!termini" of" each" VP1"
undergoing" exchange" with" neighbouring" pentons" to" stabilise" the" capsid" shell"
(Liddington"et"al.,"1991)."Structural"and"biochemical"studies"have"also"highlighted"
the"importance"of"calcium"ions"and"disulphide"bonds"between"pentons"in"capsid"




polyomaviruses"have"been" reported"but" lack" the" resolution" to" identify"calcium"




VP1" subunits" were" not" crystallographically" resolved," which" was" proposed" to"
result" from" the" disorder" in" this" region" (Gillock" et" al.," 1997)." Subsequent"

























































minichromosome," in, situ,, has" been" reported," although" small" angle" X!ray"
scattering" and" coarse!grained" computer" simulations" suggest" that" packaged"
nucleosomes"lack"a"highly"ordered"structure,"but"are"bound"at"the"inside"surface"
of"the"capsid"layer"(Saper"et"al.,"2013)."Unlike"other"dsDNA"viruses"(e.g.,"herpes"
simplex" virus" (HSV))" (D.W."Bauer" et"al.," 2015)," polyomaviruses"do"not"utilise"






have" shown" that" BKV" genotype" Ia" can"utilise" the" b!series" gangliosides"GD3,"
GD2,"GD1b"and"GT1b"as"cellular"receptors"!"Figure"3!4"(Neu"et"al.,"2013l"Low"et"
al.,"2006)."Crystallographic"soaking"experiments"with"isolated"BKV"pentons"and"
GD3" oligosaccharide" demonstrated" that" an" α(2,8)!disialic" acid" motif" is" the"
minimal"binding"epitope"present"on"these"molecules."The"presence"of"‘left"arm’"
(Figure"3!4)"on" the"major"BKV" receptors"GD1b"and"GT1b"enhances" infection"
























recent" study" by"Zhao"et" al." demonstrated"entry" of"BKV" into"RPTE"cells" by" a"
caveolin!"and"clathrin!independent"pathway" (Zhao"et"al.,"2016)." In" light"of" this"





Following" internalisation," BKV" is" thought" to" enter" endosomes." Studies" using"
lysosomotropic" agents" such" as" ammonium" chloride" have" demonstrated" that"
acidification" of" endosomes" ~2" hours" post!entry" is" essential" for" BKV" infection"
(Eash"et"al.,"2004l"M."Jiang"et"al.,"2009)."Intracellular"trafficking"of"BKV"requires"
an"intact"microtubule"network"and"studies"in"RPTE"cells"have"demonstrated"that"
microtubule" dynamics" are" essential" (Eash" and" Atwood," 2005l"Moriyama" and"
Sorokin,"2008al"M."Jiang"et"al.,"2009)."Colocalisation"of"BKV"with"markers"of"the"
Golgi" network"have"however" not" been"observed," supporting" the" idea" that" the"
Golgi"apparatus" is"bypassed"during" infection"(Low"et"al.,"2006l"Moriyama"and"
Sorokin,"2008al"M."Jiang"et"al.,"2009l"Nelson"et"al.,"2013)."Using"a"genome!wide,"
small" interfering" RNA" (siRNA)" screen," Zhao" et" al." recently" identified" factors"
involved" in" trafficking" of" BKV" from" late" endosomes" to" the" ER." Their" results"
demonstrated" that" following"endosomal" sorting,"BKV" is" transported" in"Rab18!
positive"vesicles"which"are"subsequently"captured"by"the"NRZ"complex"which"is"
involved" in" retrograde" transport" to" the"endoplasmic" reticulum" (ER)" (Zhao"and"
Imperiale,"2017)."BKV" is" thought" to"reach" the"ER"at"approximately"~10"hours"
post!entry,"as"evidenced"by"colocalisation"studies"using"brefeldin"A,"an"inhibitor"
of" protein" transport," or" observing" colocalisation" with" markers" for" the" ER"
(Moriyama"and"Sorokin,"2008al"M."Jiang"et"al.,"2009)."Autophagy"has"also"been"









and" render" permissive" for" ER" to" cytosol" transport." It" has" been" shown" that"









ERAD" pathway" with" epoxomicin" and" eeyarestatin," respectively," results" in"
reduced" BKV" infection" and" accumulation" of" virions" in" the" ER" with" increased"
exposed" of" VP2/VP3" (Bennett" et" al.," 2013)." Externalised" VP2" is" proposed" to"




in"a"soluble"state."The"release"from"BiP" is" thought" to"be" triggered"by"Grp170"
which"converts"ADP!BiP"to"ATP!BiP."Once"embedded"in"the"ER"membrane,"BKV"
is" believed" to" induce" reorganisation" of" ER" membrane" proteins" by" promoting"
recruitment" of" the" J!proteins" B12" and" B14." These" proteins" recruit" the" Hsc70"
















that" chaperone" proteins" can" associate" with" the" C!terminus" of" VP1" in" the"
cytoplasm"to"prevent"premature"capsid"formation."Once"inside"the"nucleus,"high!
calcium" levels" promote" assembly" of" viral" capsomeres" (consisting" of" five" VP1"
molecules" and"a" single" copy"of"VP2"or"VP3)," around"newly" synthesised" viral"
!"53"!"
"








compared" to" SV40" (Low" et" al.," 2004l" Henriksen" et" al.," 2016)." Since" BKV"
establishes" lifelong" persistent" infections" in" humans," it" is" questionable" as" to"
whether"the"virus"relies"solely"on"lytic"release."Recent"studies"in"RPTE"cells"show"
that" approximately" 1%" of" progeny" virions" can" be" released" by" a" non!lytic"
mechanism."This"process"is"sensitive"to"inhibition"with"an"anion"channel"blocker""


































common" in"healthy" individuals" than" immunosuppressed"patients" (Bressollette!
Bodin"et"al.,"2005)."Further"research"is"required"to"elucidate"the"mechanism"of"
viral" persistence" and" the" precise" factors" which" lead" to" its" reactivation" in"








PVAN" usually" presents" 10!13" months" after" renal" transplantation" and" is"
characterised" by" inflammatory" interstitial" nephropathy" and" intranuclear" viral"
inclusions"in"cells"of"the"glomeruli,"collecting"ducts"and"renal"tubules"(Boothpur"
and" Brennan," 2010l" Nickeleit" et" al.," 1999)." In" the" final" stages" of" PVAN,"







result" of" more" potent" immunosuppressive" regimes" used" to" prevent" acute"
rejection." These" usually" consist" of" a" corticosteroid," an" antimetabolite" and" a"
calcineurin"inhibitor"(Ramos"et"al.,"2009l"Suwelack"et"al.,"2012l"Binet"et"al.,"1999)."















urgency"and" subrapubic" pain." In" 10!25%"of" bone"marrow" transplant" patients,"








bladder" irrigation," forced" diuresis," hyperhydration" and" pain" management"
(Dropulic"and"Jones,"2008).""
3.1.5.3$ Cancer$
Polyoma" is"derived" from" the"Greek"words" “poly”" (many)"and" “oma”" (tumours)."
Various" cancers" have" been" linked" to" BKV," including" urothelial" tumours" and"
prostate"cancer"(Weinreb"et"al.,"2006l"Newton"et"al.,"2006l"Toptan"et"al.,"2016)."





















In" general," PVAN" is" managed" by" frequent" PCR" monitoring" of" BKV" viremia,"




modifying" the" immunosuppressive" regimens"of"PVAN"patients" is"an" increased"
incidence"of"chronic"rejection"(Sawinski"and"Goral,"2015)."
There" are" currently" no" targeted" antivirals" available" to" treat" BKV!associated"
diseases." Several" generic" antivirals" have" been" reported" as" having" anti!BKV"
properties,"but"the"majority"of"such"reports"come"from"uncontrolled"retrospective"
observational"studies"(Ambalathingal"et"al.,"2017)."Also,"most"tested"therapeutic"
agents" have" been" used" in" conjunction" with" a" gradual" reduction" in"









2005l"Kwon"et" al.," 2013l"Muller" et" al.,"2005l"Savona"et"al.,"2007)."The"major"
problem"with"cidofovir"is"that"it"is"itself"associated"with"nephrotoxicity,"which"often"
limits" its" clinical" application." An" orally" administrable" prodrug" of" cidofovir,"





























2010)." Unfortunately," conflicting" results" were" published" from" two" randomised"















understand" the"molecular" biology" of" antibody!mediated" neutralisation" of" BKV"
(Buck,"2016)."Such"effort"will"be"bolstered"by" the"availability"of"high!resolution"
information"for"BKV!receptor/mAb"complexes"and"robust"pipelines"to"determine"
such" structures." Patents" for" polyomavirus" neutralising" antibodies" and"
immunogenic"compositions"were"filed"in"2016"and"2017"respectively"(Abend"et"
al.,"2018l"Buck"et"al.,"2017)."Furthermore,"a"phase"II"clinical"trial"to"determine"the"




Since" the" early" crystallographic" studies" of" SV40" and" PyV," there" has" been" a"
paucity" of" high!resolution" structures" of" intact" human" polyomaviruses." Whilst""
low!resolution" cryo!EM" maps" of" intact" particles" have" been" reported," the"
resolution"achievable"has"been"limited"to"worse"than"one"nanometre."In"contrast,"
very" high!resolution" structures" of" isolated" pentons" can" be" obtained," but" are"









































used" to" infect" RPTE" cells," which"were" analysed" three"days" post" infection" by"
Western" blotting" using"antibodies" against"VP1"and"VP2/3."All" three" structural"
proteins"were"present"in"the"virus"particles"(Figure"3!6B)."The"infected"cells"were"
also"analysed"by"quantitative"PCR"using"primers"against"the"BKV"genome,"which"
gave" a" genome" copy" number" of" ~1x108" per" μg" of" total" cell!extracted" DNA,"
verifying"that" the" infection"was"productive"as"both"genome"replication"and" late"








images" (Figure" 3!6D)" confirmed" the" presence" of" polyhedral" particles" with" a"














VP1, capsid, protein, and,GAPDH, expression., (B), The, lysate, from,RPTE, cells,
infected,by,gradient,purified,virions,was,separated,by,SDS?PAGE,and,analysed,







concentrator, (right)., (G), Purified, virions, suspended, in, a, layer, of, vitreous, ice,
following,cryo?grid,preparation.,Scale,bars,,100,nm.,(Figure,taken,from,(Hurdiss,







To" produce" VLPs" for" comparison" to" the" native" virion," HEK293TT" cells" were"
transfected"using"a" codon!optimised"VP1"expression"plasmid," together"with" a"
reporter" plasmid" encoding" eGFP." The" resulting" VLPs" were" purified" on" an"













presence, of, EGFP, was, analysed, by, light, microscopy., The, image, is,
representative, and, approximately, 65%, of, the, cells, were, transduced., (C),












histone" proteins." These" observations" are" in" agreement" with" previous" studies"
which" have" demonstrated" the" ability" of" SV40" and" PyV" VP1" protein" to"
promiscuously"package"cellular"DNA"and"histones"(Gillock"et"al.,"1997l"Trilling"























solution" structures" of" the" virion" and" VLP" to" be" resolved" at" 7.6" Å" and" 9.1" Å"
respectively" (Figure" 3!9A)." These" are" the" first" sub!nanometre" resolution" EM"
structures" for"any"polyomavirus"capsid" (T.!C."Li"et"al.,"2003l"J."Nilsson"et"al.,"




et" al.," 1991l" Stehle" et" al.," 1996)" and"MPV" (Stehle" and" Harrison," 1996)." The"
































density" that"were"attributed" to" the"minor"capsid"proteins"VP2"and"VP3"(Figure"




B!factor" correction" used" to" reveal" high" resolution" features," the"
unsharpened/unmasked" maps" for" the" virion" and" VLP" (9.1" Å" and" 11.07" Å"








plasmid/cellular" DNA" respectively." The" virion" map" has" strong" density" in" two"
distinct" shells" directly" beneath" the" capsid" layer." The" outermost" of" these" is"





diffuse" (Figure" 3!11D)." In" the" virion" map," discrete" bridges" of" density" were"










































either" the" gross" fold" of"VP1," size" of" the" penton"body"or" resulting" icosahedral"








cone!shaped" density" corresponding" to" VP2/3" is" 15!18,000" Å3" (at" the" contour"
shown" in" Figure" 3!11B)." Although" the" errors" in" such" calculations" can" be"
considerable,"these"volumes"are"consistent"with"~32!38%"of"a"VP2"and"45!55%"
of" a" VP3" molecule" being" present" within" the" density" shown" (VP2=38.3kDaV"
VP3=26.7kDa,"density"of"protein"="1.37"g.cm3)."Discrete"bridges"from"this"VP2/3"
density" to"an" inner"shell"were"observed"and"were"ascribed"to"a"mixture"of" the"
remainder" of"VP2/3," the" encapsidated"dsDNA"genome"and"packaged"histone"
proteins." There" is" little" evidence" to" suggest" that" the" packaged" genome" is"
icosahedrally!ordered,"meaning"that"the"genome"information"is"also"obscured"as"
a" result" of" the" symmetry" imposed" during" image" processing." There" is" also"
absolutely"no"suggestion"from"classification"of"the"image"data"that"the"packaged"
chromosome" is" condensed" into" a" solenoid!type" structure" within" the" virion,"
regardless" of" whether" such" structures" may" be" possible" for" isolated"
minichromosomes"(Dubochet"et"al.,"1986)."This"is"consistent"with"the"absence"of"
histone" H1" from" the" virus." Despite" the" uncertainty" caused" by" icosahedral"













strong" feature" in" density" maps." These" observations" are" consistent" with"
simulations" performed" on" SV40," which" indicated" that" nucleosomes"within" the"
capsid"centre" lack"orientational"order,"whilst" those" in" the" layer"adjacent" to" the"






circularisquama"RNA"virus" (HcRNAVV" (Miller" et" al.," 2011))" and"Turnip"Crinkle"
virus" (TCVV" (Bakker" et" al.," 2012))," a" similar" double!shelled" pattern" has" been"
observed."This"probably"reflects"the"base!pairing"of"single!stranded"RNA"to"form"




multiple" shells" of" dsDNA" packaged" into" many" viruses" albeit" with" the" help" of"
powerful" packaging"motors" (W." Jiang" et" al.," 2006V" Lander" et" al.," 2013)." The"
density"observed"in"the"BKV"virion"again"has"a"similar"size"and"spacing"despite"
the" lacks" of" any" packaging" motor." Perhaps" the" role" of" histones" in" genome"
packaging"for"small"dsDNA"viruses"is"to"exploit"the"host’s"own"strategy"for"DNA"
compaction,"overcoming"the"need"for"a"packaging"motor."
Unlike" previous" polyomavirus" structures," discrete" bridges" of" density" were"
observed"connecting"the"encapsidated"dsDNA"and"VP1"in"the"virion"map."This"
density" is" located" beneath" the" N!termini" of" the" fitted" SV40" crystal" structure,"
indicating" that" it" corresponds" to" the" 13!15" residues" not" resolved" in" previous""
X!ray" structures."Although" the"DNA"binding"properties" of" the"VP1"N!terminus"
have" been" described" biochemically," this" is" the" first" visualisation" of" direct"
interaction" between" a" polyomavirus" capsid" and" its" packaged" genome." It" is"
!"74"!"
"
unclear" whether" ongoing" structural" work" may" be" able" to" resolve" these"
interactions"at"high!resolution."These"bridges"of"density"suggest"a"role"in"genome"
packaging/recognition"and/or"capsid"assembly,"but" the"N!termini"also" facilitate"




of"a"native,"human"polyomavirus,"and"give" insight" into" the"organisation"of" the"






In" the" following" section," previous" intermediate" resolution" observations" from"
(Hurdiss"et"al.,"2016)"are"extended"and"the"high!resolution"cryo!EM"structure"of"
BKV"at"3.8"Å"resolution"is"reported."This"resolution"allows"differences"between"
this" human" pathogen" and" those" that" infect" simian" and" murine" hosts" to" be"
visualised," which" includes" differences" in" how" both" the" C!terminal" arms" and"





















monodisperse" BKV" virions" which" required" no" additional" ‘polishing’" steps" to"
remove"cellular"debris"(Figure"3!13B)."Unlike"BKV"purified"previously"(Hurdiss"et"
al.,"2016)," less"stain"penetration"of"particles"was"observed," indicating" that" this"
purification" strategy" better" preserves" capsid" integrity." Immunofluorescence"
visualisation"of"VP1"in"RPTE"cells"was"used"to"demonstrate"the"infectivity"of"BKV"
























The" BKV" and" BKV!GT1b" structures" are" essentially" identical," other" than" the"
presence"of"extra,"high!resolution"density"on"the"capsid"surface"corresponding"to"
the" oligosaccharide" portion" of"GT1b" (see"below)." The" improved"quality"of" the"



































BKV& (seen& from& outside& the& capsid)& is& shown& coloured& according& to& its& local&
resolution& in&both&cases.&The& interior&of& the&asymmetric&unit& is&also&shown&by&
rotating&the&asymmetric&unit&180°&about&the&y7axis.&The&highest&resolution&bin&is&
3.0& Å& (blue)& and& the& lowest& resolution& bin& is& 4.6& Å& (red).& A& key& is& shown& for&









the" VP2/3" sequences" of" polyomaviruses." The" polypeptide" sequence" for" this"
modelled" region"differs"by" four" residues"between"BKV"and"PyV,"one"of"which"
localises"to"the"hydrophobic"helix"(X.S."Chen"et"al.,"1998)."Unlike"PyV,"there"is"









































the"region"of"residues"296!315"(Figure"3!22A)." In"BKV," the"EM"density" is"well"
resolved"at" the" two!fold"axis,"allowing"modelling"of"a"new"conformation"of" the"
chain"1"polypeptide"that"forms"an"intimate"hydrophobic"interface"around"which"
the" two!fold" axis" of" the" particle" is" constructed" (Figure" 3!22B)." This" different"
conformation"also"results"in"a"possible"intramolecular"interaction"in"BKV"between"


































sharpened%map% low/pass% filtered% to%4%Å% (2%σ).% (Figure% taken% from% (Hurdiss%et%al.,%2018)% [published%under%creative%commons% {CC%BY}%
license]).%





two"putative" locations" for"Ca2+" binding"have"been"previously" identified" by" the"







Disulphide"bond" formation" is"also" critical" for" capsid" stability" (J."Nilsson"et" al.,"
2005)," and" their" reduction/isomerisation" in" the" endoplasmic" reticulum" of" an"
infected"host"cell"appears"to"be"an"essential"step"in"virion"uncoating"(Schelhaas"






were" observed" in" close" proximity" at" an" interface" between" pentavalent" and"
hexavalent"pentons,"but"that"SV40"structure"was"not"able"to"resolve"which"pair"





points" towards" the"chain"2"CD" loop." In" the"sharpened"BKV"maps," the" first"13"
residues"of"the"chain"2"are"not"resolved,"suggesting"this"portion"of"the"capsid"is"
less" well" ordered." However," in" the" unsharpened" map," where" high!resolution"
information"is"down!weighted"and"low!resolution"features"are"more"pronounced,"
a" bridge" of" density" joins" the" N!terminus" to" the" CD" loop" before" turning" and"









has" poorer" resolution" (6.5" Å)" than" the" non!reduced" structure" (3.8" Å)," likely"
reflecting"the"decreased"rigidity"of"the"virion."For"direct"comparison,"the"reduced"

























































Taken" together," these"data" suggest" that"despite" having"an"apparently" altered"
pattern"of"disulphide"linkages"within"their"capsids,"both"BKV"and"SV40"undergo"
selective" dissociation" of" vertex" pentons." Furthermore," negative" stain"
reconstruction"of"dissociated"pentons"indicate"that"these"remain"associated"with"
the"minor" capsid" proteins." This" suggests" that" interactions" between" the"minor"







of! fully!dissociated!pentons.! (C)!3D!reconstruction!of! the!BKV!penton!with! the!
atomic!coordinates!(PDB:!1CN3)!of!the!PyV!pentamer!(blue)!in!complex!with!a!




















revealed" bridges" of" density" between" Asp59" and" Lys83" of" VP1" and" the" GT1b"





was" calculated" from" the" accumulated" 5.5" µs" simulations" (Figure" 3!28D)." A"
snapshot"from"this"simulation"reveals"an"orientation"where"Asp59"and"Lys83"could"












arm,$ coloured$as$ in$ (D).$ (C)$The$5$Å$ low5pass5filtered$BKV5GT1b$EM$density$
(blue$mesh)$ containing$ the$ high5resolution$ information$ shown$ in$ (B).$ (D)$MD5
derived$atom$density$map$for$the$simulated$structure$of$GT1b$overlaid$with$the$
5$Å$ low5pass5filtered$ EM$ density$ shown$ in$ (C).$ (E)$ A$ snapshot$ of$ the$ MD$
simulated$structure$of$GT1b$showing$possible$ interactions$of$ the$ left$arm$with$
Asp59$and$Lys83.$(F)$SNFG5representation$of$GT1b$oligosaccharide$showing$the$
left$and$right$arms$of$the$molecule$(Varki$et$al.,$2015).$(Adapted$from$(Hurdiss$et$
al.,$ 2018)$ [published$ under$ creative$ commons$ {CC$ BY}$ license]).$ Molecular$
dynamic$ simulations$ (D5E)$ performed$ by$ Dr$ Martin$ Frank,$ Biognos$ AB,$
Gothenberg.$ The$ sharpened$ and$ unsharpened$ BKV5GT1b$ cryo5EM$map$ and$



























and" again" there" are" no" obvious" structural" differences" in" the" BKV" capsid"
compared"to"the"BKV"and"BKV!GT1b"structures."However,"unlike"the"sharpened"
BKV!GT1b"map,"no"obvious"density"for"heparin"was"visible"at"high!resolution."To"
identify" potential" low!resolution" modes" of" binding," difference" maps" were"
calculated"between"the" low!pass" filtered"versions"of" the"maps."The" location"of"
the" resulting" GT1b" difference" density" is" in" agreement" with" the"model" of" the"
branched"GT1b"molecule"(Figure"3!32A),"whilst"density"ascribed" to"heparin" is"
located"as"a"smear"between"the"capsomers,"and"at"the"top"of"each"capsomer"
pore"(Figure"3!32B)."The"density"between" the"capsomers" locates" the"putative"
site" of" heparin" binding" atop" a" patch" of" positive" charge" on" the" virion" surface"


































orange.$ (C)$ Enlarged$ section$ of$ the$ BKV$ capsid$ with$ the$ surface$ coloured$
according$ to$ electrostatic$ surface$ potential$ (N.A.$ Baker$ et$ al.,$ 2001).$ (D)$ The$

































of" the"positions" in"a"T=7d" lattice." It" is"unclear"whether" these"differences"arise"
from"sequence"differences"between"SV40"and"BKV"or"from"the"different"solution"
conditions" of" the" experiments." It" should" be" noted" however," that" the" solution"
structures"determined"herein,"are"in"more"native!like"conditions"than"those"used"
to" determine" the" crystal" structures" (Lattman," 1980R" Stehle" et" al.," 1996)." So,"





of" the" C!terminal" arm" of" chain" 3," generating" up" to" 10" potential" H!bonding"
interactions"(Figure"3!22C)."Given"that" this" interaction"occurs"sixty" times" in"an"
intact"capsid,"this"represents"a"significant"source"of"additional"stability"for"the"BKV"




the" two!fold" axes" of" the" BKV" and" SV40" capsids" (Figure" 3!22D!G)," forming" a"
tighter" and" more" intimate" hydrophobic" interface." Interestingly," additional"
differences"are"also"seen"beneath"(at"lower"radius)"this"interface."The"N!terminus"
of"chain"4"and"the"CD"loop"of"chain"1"appear"to"make"a"previously"unreported"
disulphide"bond" (Cys9!Cys104),"which"would" further" stabilise" the" capsid" in" this"
region."These" structures" refine" the"model" of" how"pentavalent" and"hexavalent"
pentons" are" linked" by" disulphide" bonds," by" showing" that" only" disulphides"
between" Cys104" residues" in" chain" 3" and" chain" 6" are" present." The" previous"
!"103"!"
" "
suggestion" that" chain" 6" might" also" disulphide" bond" to" chain" 2" would" not" be"
possible"in"the"BKV"structures."Furthermore,"the"chain"2"CD"loop"is"in"a"different"










acid"motif" of" the"GT1b" ‘right’" arm" is" resolved" to" high!resolution," confirming" a"
conserved"mode"of"binding"between"the"large"B!series"gangliosides"and"smaller"
variants"studied"previously."MD"simulations"show"that"the"‘left’"arm"of"GT1b"is"
dynamic,"explaining" the" lack"of"high!resolution"density" in" the"EM"map,"and" its"
previous"intractability"to"crystallographic"studies."Low!resolution"EM"density"and"









the"structure"of"BKV!GT1b"presented"here" is"an" ideal"platform"for" the" in$silico"









of" binding" exists." However," this" site" displays" a" positive" charge," as" do" GAG"
binding"sites"observed"in"other"viruses"(O'Donnell"et"al.,"2009R"Fry"et"al.,"1999)."






related" virus," which" may" rationalise" its" increased" dependency" on" GAGs"
(Schowalter"et"al.,"2011)."From"an"immunological"perspective,"GAG"binding"in"














using" shorter" fragments" of" heparin," which" may" be" more" amenable" to" high!
resolution" structural" characterisation." Based" on" the" preliminarily" observations"
described"here,"a"GAG"sample"with"a"minimum"length"of"eight"saccharides"would"
most" likely" be" required." Furthermore," mutational" analysis" of" the" conserved"
cationic"residues"identified"here"may"help"elucidate"which"of"these"are"required"
for" GAG" binding." GAG" analogues" have" reportedly" been" used" to" treat" BKV!
associated"disease"(Van"der"Aa"et"al.,"2014R"Winter"et"al.,"2015R"Isik"et"al.,"2014R"
Cervigni,"2015)."The"rationale"for"such"treatments"was"based"on"restoration"of"
the" barrier" function" of" the" bladder" epithelium," but" in" light" of" recent" results"



































enteroviruses" (Pons!Salort" et" al.," 2015)." Enterovirus" may" spread" from" their"
primary"sites"of" replication" in" the"gastrointestinal"or"respiratory"tract"and" infect"
other" tissues" and" organs" such" as" the" central" nervous" system" (Bruu," 2002)."
Enterovirus" infection" may" be" asymptomatic" but" can" also" cause" a" myriad" of"




not" typically" responsible" for" gastrointestinal" diseases," as" their" name" would"
suggest."The"numbered"enteroviruses," echoviruses"and"Coxsackieviruses"are"
the" primary" cause" of" aseptic" meningitis." In" addition," they" are" responsible" for"
diseases"such"as"hand!foot"and!mouth"disease"(HFMD),"acute"flaccid"paralysis"
(AFP)," neonatal" sepsis!like" disease," non!specific" febrile" illness," herpangina,"
pleurodynia,"myocarditis"and"pericarditis" (Pons!Salort"et"al.,"2015)."As"well"as"
being" the" causative" agent" of" the" common" cold," rhinoviruses" also" cause"
exacerbation"of"chronic"obstructive"pulmonary"disease"(COPD)"and"asthma,"in"
addition" to" respiratory" tract" disease" (Thibaut" et" al.," 2016)." Furthermore,"
echoviruses"and"Coxsackieviruses"B"also"contribute" to" the"aetiology"of" type"1"
diabetes"as"a"result"of" the" inflammation"caused"by" their"persistent" infection"of"
pancreatic"β!cells"(Hober"and"Sauter,"2010)."
The"enteroviruses" EV!D68" and" EV!A71," have" emerged" as" significant" risks" to"













worldwide" (Oh"et" al.," 2003R"Tavares" et" al.,"2006)."AHC" is" characterised"by" a"
sudden"onset"of"ocular"pain,"swelling,"watering,"and"extensive"subconjunctival"
haemorrhaging."Since"AHC"is"highly"contagious"it"spreads"rapidly"and"can"affect"
up" to" 48%" of" a" population" in" a" single" outbreak" (Ghazali" et" al.," 2003)."










of" CV!A24" are" being" detected" in" clinical" samples" worldwide," only" strains"
belonging"to"the"“variant”"clade"are"associated"with"AHC."As"of"yet,"the"molecular"
mechanism" underlying" this" difference" in" pathogenicity" is" unknown." Also," it"
remains"unclear"what"has"led"to"the"sudden"onset"of"CV!A24v"pandemics."
There" are" over" 100" serotypes" of" non!polio" enteroviruses" alone" and" as" such,"
vaccination"to"all"of"these"is"not"a"viable"option"(Baggen,"Thibaut,"et"al.,"2018)."
Thus," there" is"an"urgent"clinical"need" for" the"development"of"broad"spectrum,"











usually" referred" to"as"VPg" (viral"protein"genome!linked)."An" internal" ribosome"
entry"site"(IRES)"is"located"at"the"5’"end"of"enterovirus"genome"which"facilitates"
cap!independent" translation." Following" translation," the" 2A," 3C," and" 3CD"
proteases" proteolytically" process" the" polyprotein" into" its" individual" protein"










rhinovirus!14" (Hogle" et" al.," 1985R" Rossmann" et" al.," 1985)." Since" these" 3D"








dictated" by" highly" variable" loops" on" the" capsid" surface" which" are" readily"
accessible"to"host"neutralising"antibodies."For"the"majority"of"enteroviruses,"the"
five!fold" symmetry" axis" is" surrounded" by" a" surface" depression" known" as" the"
canyon"which"is"a"known"site"for"receptor"binding"(Rossmann"et"al.,"2002)."For"
most"enteroviruses,"a"hydrophobic"cavity" formed"by"VP1"at" the"base"of" these"
























Enteroviruses" recognise" a" broad" range" of" receptors," which" likely" partially"






























CVOA24v$ icosahedral$ fiveOfold,$ showing$ the$ sialic$ acid$ binding$ site$ situated$
between$ two$protomers.$ (B)$Enlarged$ view$of$ a$ single$ sialic$ acid$ binding$ site$




























Figure' 4)5' –' Uncoating' receptor' interactions' with' the' canyon.' (A)$
Coxsackievirus–adenovirus$ receptor$ (purple)$ bound$ to$ the$ canyon$ of$
Coxsackievirus$ B3$ –$ PDB$ 1JEW$ (He$ et$ al.,$ 2001).$ (B)$ Intercellular$ adhesion$




Enterovirus"uncoating" results" from"progressive"destabilisation"of" the"capsid" in"
response"to"cellular"cues,"which" leads" to"genome"release"during"cellular"entry"
(Figure" 4!6)." There"are" three"distinct" types"of" enterovirus" particle"which"were"
originally" identified" by" studies" on" poliovirus." These" different" particles" have"
different" antigenic" properties" and" are" distinguished" by" their" different"
sedimentation" coefficients." They" are" typically" named" 160S," 135S" and" 80S"
(Belnap"et"al.,"2000)."The"native,"infectious"form"of"the"virus"which"contains"all"




formed" in" response" to" a" variety" of" cellular" cues," depending" on" the" particular"
enterovirus"in"question."Such"triggers"of"uncoating"include"receptor"binding"and"
low!pH," such" as" that" encountered" in" the" endosome." The" 135S" particle" is"
expanded" approximately" 4%" compared" to" the" native" particle" and" has" lost" its"
internal"protein"VP4"(Belnap"et"al.,"2000)."The"N!terminus"of"VP1,"which"contains"










pocket" factor" (X."Wang"et" al.," 2012)."Some"enteroviruses," such"as" the"minor"
group"rhinoviruses,"rely"on"the"late"endosomal"low"pH"as"a"cue"for"uncoating."


















machinery" to"deliver" their"genome" into" the"cytosol."Whilst" there" is"a"wealth"of"
information"on"the"structural"changes"which"occur"in"enterovirus"particles"during"
uncoating,"less"is"known"about"the"process"of"genome"translocation."It"has"been"




membranes" to" form" ion!permeable" channels," and" that" mutations" in" VP4" can"
interfere"with"this"process"(Tosteson"and"Chow,"1997K"Danthi"et"al.,"2003)."More"
recent" electron" tomography" experiments" suggest" that" poliovirus" particles" are"
connected"to"receptor"decorated"liposomes"by"a"50!Å"long"connector"known"as"
the"‘umbilicus’"(Strauss"et"al.,"2013)."It" is"thought"that"this"structure"serves"the"























the" capsid." Future" studies" into" the" process"of" enterovirus" uncoating"will" likely"
require"examining"this"process"within"infected"cells."Such"experiments"are"now"
possible" as" a" result" of" the" advancements" in" the" field" of" in# situ" cryo!electron"
tomography" (cryo!ET)," but" they" remain" a" prodigious" undertaking." Another"
lingering" question" in" the" entry" process"of" enteroviruses" is" the" directionality" of"
genome" egress." Currently," there" is" one" study" on" this" process," which"
demonstrated"that"the"3’"end"of"rhinovirus!A2"exits"the"capsid"before"the"5’"end"
(Harutyunyan" et" al.," 2013)." There" is" further" speculation" about" the" role" of"
additional"factors"which"may"regulate"the"release"of"the"viral"genome."One"such"
candidate" is" the" host" factor" phospholipase" A2" group" XVI" (PLA2G16)." The"







and" 3’" ends" of" the" genome," and" the" viral" protein" 3B" (VPg)," form" the" site" of"
replication" initiation." These" priming" elements" are" bound" by" 3D" and" the" non!
structural"proteins"3CD"and"3AB."In"addition,"3D"interacts"with"the"multifunctional"
viral" protein" 2C," which" functions" as" an" ATP!dependent" and" also" ATP!
independent"RNA"chaperone"(Xia"et"al.,"2015)."A"number"of"host"proteins"are"













acyl!CoA!binding" domain!containing" protein" 3." PI4KB" recruitment" is" also"
proposed" to" involved" the" viral" protein" 2BC" (Arita," 2014)." This" results" in" an"




formation," correct" processing" of" the" viral" polyprotein" and" efficient" genome"
replication"(Ilnytska"et"al.,"2013K"Ford"Siltz"et"al.,"2014K"Arita,"2016K"Melia"et"al.,"
2017)."Whilst" the"role"of"3A" in"RO" formation"has"been"well" characterised," the"
same"is"not"true"of"2B"and"2C."It"has"been"shown"that"2C"binds"to"reticulon"3,"a"









(A),#showing# the#surface# topography#of#virally# induces#membranous#structures#








The" process" of" capsid" morphogenesis" remains" poorly" understood" for"
enteroviruses"(P."Jiang"et"al.,"2014)."Initially,"the"myristoylated"capsid"precursor"
protein"P1"is"proteolytically"cleaved"into"VP0,"VP1"and"VP3"by"3CD"protease,"a"
















with" the"2C"protein,"a"crucial" component"of" the"viral" replication"complex."This"
protein!protein"interaction"is"believed"to"govern"the"specificity"of"encapsidation"
(Ying"Liu"et"al.,"2010)."An"alternative"theory"is"that"the"viral"genome"contains"RNA"
packaging" signals" which" preferentially" bind" to" the" viral" coat" proteins," thus"
directing"capsid"assembly."Whilst"packing"signals"have"not"yet"been"identified"in"
enterovirus"genomes," these"have"been" identified" in" the"related"parechovirus"1"
(Shakeel"et"al.,"2017)"and"FMDV"(Logan"et"al.,"2017)."Such"observations"warrant"
further" investigation" into" the" possible" role" of" RNA" packaging" signals" in"
enterovirus"assembly."Finally,"the"mature"enterovirus"particle"is"formed"following"


















Bird" et" al.," 2014)." Double!membrane" autophagosomes" are" able" to" capture"
enterovirus"particles"and"subsequently" fuse"with" the"plasma"membrane"of" the"
cell" to" release" single!membrane" vesicles" (Jackson" et" al.," 2005)." These"
extracellular"vesicles"are"rich"in"phosphatidylserine"which"facilitates"their"cellular"

















CV!A24v" and" EV!D70." Direct" or" indirect" eye" contact" with" eye" secretions" is"
believed"to"be"the"primary"mode"of"spread"between"individuals."However,"it"has"
also"been"suggested"that"CV!A24v"may"be"transmitted"through"the"respiratory"










Following" the" first" isolation"of"CV!A24v"from"an"AHC"outbreak" in"Singapore" in"


































outbreaks"of"AHC"caused"by"CV!A24v."Efforts" to" limit" the"spread"of"AHC"are"
restricted" to" control" measures" such" as" increased" hygiene" (frequent" hand"





Capsid" binding" compounds" work" by" replacing" the" hydrophobic" pocket" factor"
situated" at" the" base" the" enterovirus" canyon," which" stabilises" the" virion" and"
prevents"genome"uncoating"(De"Palma"et"al.,"2008N"Thibaut"et"al.,"2012)."The"
capsid" binding" compounds," pleconaril," pirodavir" and" vapendavir," have"proved"
unsuccessful" in" clinical" trials" against" rhinoviruses" infection" (van" der" Linden,"
Wolthers," et" al.," 2015N" L." Bauer" et" al.," 2017)." However," pleconaril" has" been"
reported" to" improve"survival" rates" in"cases"of"neonatal"sepsis"caused"by"non!
polio" enteroviruses" and" has" undergone" a" phase" II" clinical" trial" (Abzug" et" al.,"
2016)." A" limitation" of" capsid!binding" compounds" is" the" rapid" emergence" of"








target" for" the" development" of" protease" inhibitors." The" potent" peptidomimetic"
compound"rupintrivir"has"broad"spectrum"anti!enterovirus"activity"and"functions"






for" experimentally!infected" individuals" (Hayden" et" al.," 2003)," no" therapeutic"
benefit"was"observed"for"individuals"suffering"from"natural"rhinovirus"infections"
(L."Bauer"et"al.,"2017)."Although" further"clinical"development"of" rupintrivir"has"
been"halted" in" light" of" these" results," a" number" of"derivatives" of" rupintrivir" are"
presently"in"the"development"stage"(J."Tan"et"al.,"2013N"Y.W."Tan"et"al.,"2016N"C."














(Prozac)" (Baggen," Thibaut," et" al.," 2018N" L." Bauer" et" al.," 2017)." In" addition,"
fluoxetine" was" successfully" used" in" a" clinical" setting" to" treat" an"
immunocompromised"child"with"chronic"enteroviral"encephalitis"(Gofshteyn"et"al.,"
2016)."This"demonstrates" the"potential"of" targeting"2C"as"an"antiviral" therapy."
Future"development"of"these"compounds"into"effective"anti!enteroviral"drugs"will"









viruses" have" been" shown" to" have" anti!enteroviral" activity," such" as" ribavirin"
(Pfeiffer"and"Kirkegaard,"2003N"Crotty"et"al.,"2000)"and"NITD008"(Deng"et"al.,"
2014)"which"were"developed"against"hepatitis"C"virus"(Manns"et"al.,"2001N"Fried"










only"known"compound"which"has" this"mechanism"of"action,"but" its"efficacy" in"





It" has" been" shown" previously" that" CV!A24v" utilises" sialic" acid" as" a" cellular"
receptor" (E.C." Nilsson" et" al.," 2008)." Subsequently," crystallographic" studies"
revealed" the" structure" of" CV!A24v" and" determined" the"molecular" basis" of" its"
interaction" with" sialic" acid" (Zocher" et" al.," 2014)." Nevertheless," several"
























D1!D2" fragment" of" ICAM!1"and"purified"CV!A24v" virions." The" resulting" 3.9"Å"
structure"allowed" identification"of" residues"responsible" for" ICAM!1"binding"and"




amounts" of" the" natural" host!cell" receptor" ICAM!1."The" expanded" particle" has"




accompanied" by" a" collapse" of" the" pocket" which" allows" the" conformational"
rearrangement"that"creates"the"two!fold"pore."This"suggests"that"stabilisation"of"
the"pocket"with"small"molecules"might"inhibit"CV!A24v"infection."Finally," it"was"
shown" that" the" known" capsid" binding" drug" pleconaril" can" effectively" inhibit""
CV!A24v" infection" in" cell" culture," and" using" macromolecular" X!ray"
crystallography,"binding"of"pleconaril"to"CV!A24v"was"shown."Rearrangements"








unknown," receptor." To" identify" this" receptor," neutralisation" assays" were"
performed"with"a"CV!A24v"clinical" isolate" in"Sialic"acid!deficient"HAP1"CMAS!




(Baggen," Hurdiss," et" al.," 2018)." Only" the" antibody" against" ICAM!1," a" cell"
adhesion"molecule"consisting"of"five"Ig!like"domains"(van"de"Stolpe"and"van"der"
Saag," 1996)" (Figure" 4!11B)," blocked" CV!A24v" infection" (Figure" 4!11A)." To"
determine" whether" ICAM!1" is" essential" for" CV!A24v," the" ICAM!1" gene" was"
knocked" out" in" various" cell" types" by" CRISPR/Cas9" genome" editing" (Figure"
4!11B)."The"ICAM!1"knockout"(ICAM!1"KO)"genotype"was"verified"by"sequence"
analysis"and"by"assessing"the"susceptibility"of"ICAM!1"KO"cells"to"infection"with"
ICAM!1–dependent" coxsackievirus" A21" (CV!A21)" (Shafren" et" al.," 1997)" and"
rhinovirus"B14"(RV!B14)"(Greve"et"al.,"1989)"and"CAR!dependent"coxsackievirus"








CAR,$ integrin$αvβ3,$and$PSGL91)$or$soluble$receptor$ (VLDL9R)$and$ infected$at$37$°C$with$CV9A24v$110387.$ (B)$Schematic$
representation$of$ICAM91$showing$Ig9like$domains$1–5$(D1–D5)$and$the$two$sites$targeted$by$CRISPR/Cas9$(gRNA$1$and$2).$
Knockout$was$accomplished$by$disrupting$a$1,4899bp$region$of$ICAM1$encoding$the$transmembrane$domain$(TM),$either$by$













Figure' 4)12' –' ICAM)1' interacts' directly' with' CV)A24v.' (A)$ Biolayer$
interferometry$ analysis$ of$ virus$ binding$ to$ either$ ICAM;1$ or$ negative$ control$





Analysis" of" virus" production" in" HeLa" cells" (Figure" 4!13A)" and" analysis" of"
cytopathic"effect" induction" in"HeLa"(Figure"4!13B)"or"human"corneal"epithelial"
(HCE)" cells" showed" that" several" CV!A24v" clinical" isolates," the" nonvariant"
prototype"strain"Joseph,"and"a"nonvariant"clinical" isolate"all"require"ICAM!1"for"
infection."Sialylation"of"ICAM!1"was"not"found"to"be"essential"for"interaction"with"
CV!A24v" and"CV!A24" Joseph," as" shown"by" biolayer" interferometry" (data" not"










R19$ cells$ were$ infected$ with$ seven$ CV;A24v$ clinical$ isolates,$ two$ CV;A24$
nonvariant$strains$and$ICAM;1;dependent$(CV;A21,$RV;14)$or$CAR;dependent$
(CV;B3)$ control$ viruses,$ followed$ by$ crystal$ violet$ staining$ of$ surviving$ cells.$
Adapted$ from$ (Baggen,$Hurdiss,$ et$ al.,$2018).$Experiments$performed$by$ Jim$
Baggen$and$Dr$Hendrik$Thibaut,$Utrecht$University.$
4.2.2$ The$Structure$of$CV1A24v$in$Complex$with$ICAM11$
To" elucidate" the" molecular" basis" of" the" interaction" between" CV!A24v" and""
ICAM!1,"it"was"decided"to"use"cryo!EM"to"analyse"a"complex"between"purified"
virions"and"a"recombinant"D1!D2"fragment"of"ICAM!1."An"initial"attempt"to"mix"
the"virus"and"receptor" in"solution"resulted" in" rapid"precipitation"of" the"sample."












(B)$ Representative$ 2D$ class$ averages$ generated$ in$ Relion.$ (C)$ Central$ slice$
through$3D$ reconstruction$ generated$ in$Relion.$ (D)$A$plot$ of$ the$Fourier$ shell$
coefficient$(FSC).$Based$on$the$0.143$criterion$for$the$gold$standard$comparison$


















reconstruction$ of$ CV;A24v$ in$ complex$ with$ ICAM;1$ (D1D2)$ viewed$ down$ the$
icosahedral$two;fold$axis$and$coloured$according$to$local$resolution$(3.6σ).$(B)$A$
40;Å$ slab$ through$ the$ centre$ of$ the$ map$ shown$ in$ A.$ (C)$ The$ cryo;EM$
reconstruction$ of$ CV;A24v$ in$ complex$ with$ ICAM;1$ (D1D2)$ viewed$ down$ the$
icosahedral$two;fold$axis$and$coloured$according$to$local$resolution$(0.6σ).$(D)$









domain" binds" in" the" canyon"at" the" quasi!three!fold" axis" of" the" capsid" (Figure"
4!16A)." In" the" final" reconstruction," the" signal" relating" to" the" capsid" interfacing"




tilted$ view$ of$ density$ denoted$ by$ a$ black$ triangle$ in$ B,$ containing$ the$
corresponding$atomic$model.$ ICAM;1$D1$binds$ in$ the$ “canyon”$ located$at$ the$
quasi;three;fold$axis.$(B)$The$cryo;EM$reconstruction$of$CV;A24v$in$complex$with$








less" than" that" observed" for" ICAM!1" in" complex"with"HRV!14" and"HRV!16." In"


















by" electrostatic" complementarity" (Figure" 4!18A" and"Figure" 4!19)." Specifically,"




























ICAM!1–binding" viruses"belonging" to" the" enterovirus"C" species," suggesting" a"
conserved"mode"of"interaction"with"ICAM!1"(Xiao"et"al.,"2005X"Newcombe"et"al.,"
2003)." On" the" contrary," only" VP1" Asp238" and" VP3" Asp181" are" present" in""
ICAM!1–binding"rhinoviruses."In"addition,"there"appears"to"have"been"a"lack"in"


























Figure' 4)21' –' Conformational' changes' in' CV)A24v' and' ICAM)1.' Ribbon&






in" the" micrographs" (Figure" 4!14A)." Single!particle" image" processing" of" this"
subset"of"empty"virions"(951"particles)"yielded"a"21"Å"resolution"reconstruction"
(data" not" shown)" with" insufficient" structural" details" to" warrant" further"

















Figure' 4)22' –' Empty' CV)A24v' virions' in' micrographs.' (A)& Cryo1EM&
micrograph& of& CV1A24v& virions& in& vitreous& ice& showing& both& full& and& empty&
particles.& (B)& Enlarged& view& of& example& empty& virions& with& electron& dense&





Figure' 4)23' –' Image' processing' of' full' and' empty' CV)A24v' virions' (A)&
Representative&2D&class&averages&of&the&full&(red)&and&empty&(green)&CV1A24v&
particles& generated& in& Relion.& (B)& Side1by1side& comparison& of& central& slices&
through& the& 3D& reconstructions& of& the& full& (red)& and& empty& (green)& CV1A24v&
particles&generated&in&Relion.'





prepared," without" ICAM!1," and" a" large" data" set" of" 11,000" micrographs" was"
collected."From"this"data,"a"3.2"Å"resolution"reconstruction"of"the"full"particle"was"




when" compared" to" the" previous" 3.9"Å" resolution" reconstruction" (Figure" 4!24)."
!"144"!"
" "




though& the& undecorated,& sub1stoichiometrically& decorated& and& fully& decorated&
CV1A24v&reconstructions.'
As"with"the"FD"and"SSD"data"sets,"a"number"of"empty"particles"were"observed"
in" the" UD" micrographs." From" these" it" was" possible" to" generate" a" 4.3" Å"
reconstructions" of" the" empty" particle" and" A!particle" (Figure" 4!25)." The" empty"
particle"and"A!particle"contained"1218"and"1046"particles"respectively."Whilst"a"
similar"overall"number"of"empty"particles"were"observed"in"the"UD,"SSD"and"FD"
data" sets" (~1000)," they" were" proportionally" more" abundant" in" the" ICAM!1"
containing" micrographs," ~3!4%" vs" ~1%." In" addition," whilst" A!particles" also"
accounted"for"~1%"of"the"UD"particles,"they"were"not"found"in"either"the"FD"or"
SSD"data."From"these"observations,"it"was"speculated"that"ICAM!1"may"be"able"
to" trigger" uncoating" of" CV!A24v," even" on" the" 30" second" incubation" period"




been"serendipitous" in"producing"enough"empty"particles" to"generate" the"3.8"Å"
reconstruction.""
"
Figure' 4)25' –' Full,' altered' and' empty'CV)A24v' particles' in' the'UD' data.'
Central&slices&though&the&full,&altered&particle&and&empty&particle&reconstructions&
generated&from&the&undecorated&CV1A24v&data.'
Local" resolution" estimation" indicated" that" the" majority" of" the" SSD" CV!A24v"
structure" was" at" 2.8" Å" resolution" (Figure" 4!26A)," and" several" of" the" ordered"
waters"from"the"CV!A24v"crystal"structure"(PDB"4Q4W)"were"visible"(Zocher"et"
al.,"2014)."Furthermore,"strong"density"was"observed"in"the"hydrophobic"pocket"










unit& (seen& from& outside& the& capsid)& is& shown& coloured& according& to& its& local&
resolution& in&both&cases.&The& interior&of& the&asymmetric&unit& is&also&shown&by&
rotating&the&asymmetric&unit&180°&about&the&y1axis.&The&highest&resolution&bin&is&

















is" ~4%" larger" than" the" full" particle"and"has"adopted"a"more" facetted,"angular"
appearance" (Figure" 4!29A!B)." Structural" features" characteristic" of" expanded"
enterovirus" particles" are" apparent," including" an" opening" across" the" two!fold"
symmetry"axis,"with"dimensions"of"36.6"Å"by"8.4"Å,"and"at"the"quasi!three!fold,"
with"dimensions"of"24.6"Å"by"11.2"Å."These"global"structural"changes"arise"from"
tectonic" movements" in" the" particle" which" resulting" in" separation" of" the"




N!terminus" of" VP1," described" previously" for" CV!A16" (Ren" et" al.," 2013)." As"
expected," the" structure" of" the"CV!A24v"empty" particle" is" very" similar" to" other"
expanded"enterovirus"particles"(Xu"et"al.,"2017d"Ren"et"al.,"2013d"X."Wang"et"al.,"
2012)."Comparison"of"the"Cα"positions"between"the"CV!A24v"empty"particle"and"





at" the" quasi!three!fold." In"CV!A16"and"EV!71," the" quasi!three!fold" opening" is"
more"obstructed"compared"to"CV!A6."The"analogous"region" in"CV!A24v"more"








down$ the$ icosahedral$ two)fold$ axis$ (ICAM)1$ density$ not$ shown).$ (B)$ Equivalent$ view$ of$ that$ shown$ in$ (A)$ for$ the$ empty$ particle,$










CV#A24v(empty(particle CV#A6(A#particle CV#A16(A#particle EV#A71(A#particle














the" full" CV!A24v" particle," Phe239" and" Tyr161" both" participate" in" hydrophobic"
interactions" with" the" branched" pocket" factor." Specifically," Phe239" is" wedged"
between"the"two"branches"of"this"lipid"moiety,"apparently"acting"as"a"molecular"
spacer"(Figure"4!32)."Therefore,"the"movements"seen"in"these"two"side"chains"in"










A24v" (Zocher"et"al.,"2014)."This" loop" is"also"disordered" in" the"empty"particle,"























































now"been" characterised," it" remained"uncertain"whether" this" process" could" be"
inhibited" with" known" capsid" binding" compounds." The" hydrophobic" pocket" of""
CV!A24v"was"first"compared"to"those"of"other"enteroviruses"which"are"a"known"
to"be"targeted"by"capsid"binding"compounds."Interestingly,"Tyr161"in"the"pocket"of"
CV!A24v" adopts" a" different" conformation" to" the" equivalent" aromatic" residue"
observed"in"other"enteroviruses"(Figure"4!34A)."Whilst"both"possible"conformers"
were"modelled" in" the" crystal" structure" of" CV!A24v" (Zocher" et" al.," 2014)," the""
3.0" Å" resolution" full" structure" indicated" that" the" atypical" conformation" of" this"




vesicular"disease"virus" (SVDV)" (Verdaguer"et"al.,"2003)."However," the"pocket"
factor"observed" in"SVDV" is" rotated"~170°"relative" to" that"of"CV!A24v"and"the"




















































of$ infectious$ virus$ were$ determined$ after$ a$ single$ replication$ cycle$ (8$ hours).$$
T$=$0$indicates$the$input;level$of$virus.$Error$bars$represent$the$mean$±$SEM$of$
three$ to$ four$biological$ replicates.$ (Experiment$performed$by$Maryam$Wahedi,$
Utrecht$University).'
To" investigate" how" pleconaril" binds" to" a" seemingly" incompatible" hydrophobic"
pocket,"X!ray"crystallography"was"used"to"determine"the"structure"of"CV!A24v"in"
complex"with"the"pleconaril"at"1.8"Å"resolution."This"revealed"strong"density"for"




of" VP1" which" interact" with" ICAM!1" but" it" is" unclear" whether" such" small"
conformational" change" would" preclude" binding" to" the" receptor" molecule."
Pleconaril" is" able" to" bind" deeper" into" the" hydrophobic" pocket" of" CV!A24v"
compared"to"the"natural"pocket"factor"(Figure"4!37A)."In"order"to"accommodate"
the" capsid" binding" compound," a" number" of" conformational" changes" occur" in"










































































































of" the" capsid." Binding" of" sialic" acid" to" CV!A24v" was" not" found" to" trigger"
uncoating"of" the"viral"genome"and"thus" likely" functions"primarily" to"mediate"
attachment" to"host"cells" (Zocher"et"al.,"2014)." Indeed," it" is"widely"accepted"








basis" of" this" interaction"was"determined"using"high!resolution" cryo!EM."As"
expected,"the"receptor"binds"in"the"canyon"as"seen"for"other"ICAM!1"binding"
enteroviruses"such"as"rhinoviruses"(Greve"et"al.,"1989H"Xing"et"al.,"2003)"and"
CV!A21" (Xiao" et" al.," 2001H" Xiao" et" al.," 2005)." Whilst" previously" reported"
complexes"had"resolution"ranging"between"~7!25"Å,"the"one"presented"in"this"
study" provides" the" first" high!resolution" glimpse" of" an" enterovirus" ICAM!1"
interaction."Furthermore,"this"represent"the"first"sub!4"Å"resolution"structure"
of"an"enterovirus"in"complex"with"a"proteinaceous"receptor."The"well!resolved"
capsid" and" D1" domain" of" ICAM!1" permitted" identification" of" side!chain"









variant" and" nonvariant" strains," and" a" reduction" in" amino" acid" diversity"
occurred"at"several"sites"within"the"CV!A24"capsid"that"interact"with"ICAM!1"
(Table" S3)." We" speculate" that" some" of" these" may" have" caused" subtle"
changes"in"the"engagement"of"ICAM!1"that"facilitated"ocular"tropism."Thus,"
the" identification" of" ICAM!1!binding" residues" in" CV!A24v" may" help" future"
studies"investigating"whether"changes"in"ICAM!1"binding"have"contributed"to"
the"earliest"manifestation"of"AHC."Furthermore,"many"of"the"residues"shown"













uncoating" receptor" for" CV!A24v." The" relatively" small" increase" in" the"
abundance" of" empty" virions" likely" reflect" the" short" timescale" (30" seconds)"
used"for"on!grid"binding"of"the"receptor,"necessary"to"avoid"precipitation"of"the"
sample."Going"forward,"longer"incubation"periods"may"show"a"time!dependent"





density." As" expected" the" CV!A24v" empty" particle" is" morphologically" very"
similar"to"those"of"expanded"particles"of"other"enteroviruses."The"opening"at"
the"two!fold"symmetry"axis"of"CV!A24v"most"closely"resembles"that"of"CV!A6"
(Xu" et" al.," 2017)" with" both" having" relatively" unobstructed" quasi!three!fold"
!"165"!"
" "
channels." In" contrast," this" opening" is" narrower" in"EV!A71" (X."Wang"et"al.,"









there" are" few" surprises" in" the" global" structure" of" the" expanded" CV!A24v"
particle," aspects" of" the" hydrophobic" pocket" appear" to" be" unique" amongst"
human"enteroviruses"which"have"been"characterised"thus"far."In"the"full"virion,"
density" consistent" with" a" branched" pocket" factor" is" apparent."Whilst" other"








Binding" of" pleconaril" is" permitted" by" selection" of" a" non!precluding"
conformation"of"Tyr161"which"allows"the"drug"molecule"to"bind"deeper"in"the"





measures," thus" increasing" the"risk"of"unplanned"pregnancy"(Hayden"et"al.,"
2003)." A" subsequent" study," in" which" pleconaril" was" administered" using" a"
nasal" spray," failed" to" show" a" statistically!significant" clinical" benefit" (Merck"




been" shown" to" improve" survival" rates" in" this" disease" setting" when"
administered" orally" (Abzug" et" al.," 2016)." To" date," pleconaril" has" not" been"
considered"as"a"treatment"for"enteroviruses"with"an"ocular"tropism."In"light"of"
the" results" presented" here," pleconaril" could" be" considered" a" potential"
treatment" for"AHC"caused"by"CV!A24v."One"could"envisage"that"pleconaril"
could" be" administered" as" a" topical" treatment," similarly" to" chloramphenicol"
(Silvester"et"al.,"2016)"and"trifluridine"(Mallika"et"al.,"2008)"which"can"be"given"
as" eye" drops" to" treat" bacterial" and" herpes/vaccinia" eye" infections,"
respectively." Since"CV!A24v" is" believed" to" be" transmitted" via" hand!to!eye"
contact,"the"fate"of"CV!A24v"after"the"initial"disposition"into"the"eye"might"be"
largely"determined"by"its"capacity"to"attach"to"the"conjunctival"tissue"before"it"
is" cleared"by" the" continuous"draining" of" tear" film" through" the" nasolacrimal"
duct."Hypothetically,"topical"administration"of"pleconaril"could"ensure"a"high"




with" pleconaril" as" a" combination" therapy." Going" forward," studies" into" the"













This" thesis" describes" high!resolution" cryo!EM" structures" of" two" important"
human" pathogens" and" their" receptor" complexes." These" studies" provide"





used" to" study" viruses," namely" X!ray" crystallography" and" cryo!EM," and"
provides" an" overview" of" the" advantages" and" disadvantages" of" both" these"




resolution" reconstructions" of" the" virion" and" a" VP1" only" VLP." These" sub!
nanometre" reconstructions" suggest" a" role" of" the" minor" capsid" proteins" in"
genome"recognition"or"condensation"and"provide"clues"as"to"how"the"genome"
may" be" packaged" in" the" boundary" layer" beneath" the" capsid" surface." The"
second"part"of"chapter"three"described"the"high!resolution"structure"of"BKV,"
the" first" for" an" infectious" human" polyomavirus." This" structure" highlights"
differences" in" the" capsid" compared" to" non!human" polyomaviruses" studied"
previously." Furthermore," the" complex" of"BKV"and"a" fragment"of" its" largest"
sialylated"receptor,"GT1b,"is"described,"which"suggests"a"mechanism"of"how"
this" branched" molecule" enhances" infectivity" over" the" smaller" ganglioside"
variants"studied"previously."Finally,"the"structure"of"BKV"in"complex"with"the"
model" GAG" heparin" is" presented," which" identifies" a" positively" charged"
intercapsomere"region"as"a"candidate"binding"site.""
Chapter"four"describes"results"from"a"collaborative"project"involving"a"number"
of" institutions" across" Europe." ICAM!1" is" identified" as" an" essential" protein"
!"168"!"
" "
receptor" for"CV!A24v"and"using"cryo!EM," the"molecular"basis"of" this"virus!
receptor" interaction" is" established." Also," it" is" shown" that" the" presence" of"
ICAM!1" is" associated" with" an" increased" number" of" empty" virions," thus"
suggesting"that"is"acts"as"the"uncoating"receptor"for"CV!A24v."By"determining"
the" 3.8" Å" resolution" structure" of" the" empty" CV!A24v" particle," the"
conformational" changes" associated" with" particle" expansion" and" genome"
release"are"revealed."While"the"uncoating"mechanism"of"CV!A24v"is"similar"
to" that" described" for" other" enterovirusesH" the" hydrophobic" pocket" has" an"
atypical"configuration"which"appears"as"if"it"would"preclude"binding"of"capsid"
binding"compounds."Despite" this,"CV!A24v" is"shown" to"be"sensitive" to" the"




One" logical" next" step" in" the" BKV" project" described" would" be" to" perform"
mutagenesis"studies"on"the"cationic"residues"surrounding"the"putative"site"of"
heparin"binding."Such"an"approach"could"utilise"sialic"acid"binding"deficient"
pseudo!viruses," as" described" previously" (Geoghegan" et" al.," 2017)."
Furthermore,"using"low!molecular"weight"heparin"with"a"minimum"saccharide"
length"of"~eight"units"may"improve"the"resolution"of"the"bound"GAG"molecule"
and" enhance" interpretability" of" the" binding" site." Alternatively," it" may" be"
possible" to" use" 3D" classification" methods" to" separate" the" presumably"
heterogeneous" mixture" of" binding"modes" which" are" present." As" stated" in"
chapter" three," it"would" be" interesting" to"determine" complexes"of"BKV"with"
antibodies" to" determine" the" molecular" basis" of" neutralisation." Indeed," a"
currently" unpublished" cryo!EM" structure" of" a" BKV" VLP" in" complex" with" a"
single!chain"neutralising"antibody,"at"4.2"Å"resolution,"is"listed"on"the"EMDB"








uncoating," assembly" and" release." It" would" also" be" interesting" to" further"
investigate" the" organisation" of" the" viral" minichromosome" with" the" virus"
particle," assuming" there" is" a" unique" structure." Such" studies" would"
undoubtedly" utilise" computational" methods" to" resolve" the" symmetry"
mismatch!between" the" genome" and" icosahedral" capsid," as" described" for"
transcribing"and"non!transcribing"cypoviruses"(Liu"and"Cheng,"2015)."Single!
particle"EM"studies"could"also"be"performed"on"individual"pentons"in"complex"
with" nucleosomes" to" further" investigate" the"structure" and" role" of" the"minor"
capsid"proteins."
5.2.2$ Studies$on$CVEA24v$
Given" that" CV!A24v" is" susceptible" to" pleconaril," it" would" be" fascinating" to"
understand" the" susceptibility" of" CV!A24v" to" other" know" capsid" binding"
compounds"such"as"GPP3,"NLD"and"ALD,"as"described"for"EV!A71"and"CV!
A16"(De"Colibus"et"al.,"2014H"De"Colibus"et"al.,"2015)."Furthermore,"the"1.8"Å"
resolution"crystal" structure"of"CV!A24v" in"complex"with"pleconaril" could"be"
used"for"in#silico"design"of"more"potent"inhibitors"of"this"virus."Given"that"CV!
A24v"has"spatially"distinct"sites"for"ICAM!1"and"sialic"acid"binding,"it"would"be"
interesting" to" determine" its" complexes" with" neutralising" antibodies" to" see"
which"structural"features"of"the"virus"are"the"dominant"epitopes."Such"studies"
could" perhaps" pave" the" way" for" the" development" of" bivalent" antibody"
compositions."More"generally,"the"on!grid"binding"approach"used"to"capture"
the"complex"between"CV!A24v"and"ICAM!1"could"be"applied"to"a"number"of"
enteroviruses" whose" receptor" interactions" have" not" yet" been" structurally"
characterised.""
It" is" now"well" established" that" icosahedral" averaging"of" virus" particles" can"
obscure"interesting"structural"features."There"have"been"great"strides"in"the"
development" of" computational" and" biochemical" methods" to" capture"











important" human" pathogens" responsibly" for" debilitating" diseases" which"
currently"lack"targeted"treatments."Collectively"the"structures"described"in"this"
thesis" provide" insights" into" capsid" structure," genome" packaging," receptor"
binding,"genome"uncoating"and"inhibition"of"these"viruses."More"generally,"a"
simple"and"robust"methodology"for"on!grid"binding"of"receptors"is"described"




this" resolution," side" chains" become"visible" and" the" interpretability" of" these"
important" biological" interactions" is" greatly" improved." Such" results"
demonstrate" the" utility" of" cryo!EM" to" study" these" interactions" at" high!
resolution."Indeed,"unpublished"sub!4"Å"resolution"virus!receptor"complexes"





ever!improving" resolution" of" single!particle" approaches" ensures" this"
technique" will" continue" to" make" huge" contributions" to" knowledge" of" virus"
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enzyme"within" this" pathway," has" been"biochemically" characterised" in" both"
Saccharomyces"cerevisiae"(Sc_IGPD)"and"Arabidopsis" thaliana"(At_IGPD)."
The"plant"enzyme,"having"been"the" focus"of" in!depth"structural"analysis"as"
part" of" an" inhibitor" development" program," has" revealed" details" about" the"
reaction" mechanism" of" IGPD," whereas" the" yeast" enzyme" has" proven"
intractable" to" crystallography" studies." The" structure–activity" relationship" of"
potent"triazole!phosphonate"inhibitors"of"IGPD"has"been"determined"in"both"





The" resulting"EM"maps"at"∼3"Å"are" sufficient" to" de"novo"build" the" protein"
structure" and" identify" the" inhibitor" binding" site," which" has" been" validated"
against"the"crystal"structure"of"the"At_IGPD/C348"complex."The"structure"of"
Sc_IGPD" reveals" that" a" 24!amino" acid" insertion" forms" an" extended" loop"
region"on" the" enzyme" surface" that" lies" adjacent" to" the" active" site," forming"






*Joint" first"author."The"candidate"processed,"built"and" refined" the"At_IGPD""








BK" polyomavirus" (BKPyVH" hereafter" referred" to" as" BK)" causes" a" lifelong"
chronic" infection" and" is" associated" with" debilitating" disease" in" kidney"
transplant" recipients."Despite" its" importance," aspects" of" the" virus" life" cycle"
remain"poorly"understood."In"addition"to"the"structural"proteins,"the"late"region"
of"the"BK"genome"encodes"for"an"auxiliary"protein"called"agnoprotein."Studies"
on" other" polyomavirus" agnoproteins" have" suggested" that" the" protein"may"
contribute" to" virion" infectivity." Here," we" demonstrate" an" essential" role" for"
agnoprotein" in"BK"virus"release."Viruses" lacking"agnoprotein" fail" to"release"
from" host" cells" and" do" not" propagate" to" wild!type" levels." Despite" this,"
agnoprotein" is"not"essential" for"virion" infectivity"or"morphogenesis." Instead,"
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Cryo!electron" microscopy" (cryo!EM)" can" now" be" used" to" determine" high!
resolution"structural"information"on"a"diverse"range"of"biological"specimens."
Recent"advances"have"been"driven"primarily"by"developments"in"microscopes"
and" detectors," and" through" advances" in" image!processing" software."
However," for" many" single!particle" cryo!EM" projects," major" bottlenecks"
currently"remain"at"the"sample!preparation"stageH"obtaining"cryo!EM"grids"of"
sufficient" quality" for" high!resolution" single!particle" analysis" can" require" the"
careful"optimisation"of"many"variables."Common"hurdles"to"overcome"include"








The" candidate" co!wrote" the" section" on"practical" applications" of"continuous"
carbon,"provided" figures" for" two"sections"and"assisted" in"writing," reviewing"
and"editing"of"the"manuscript."
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